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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Young people to-day are faced with meeting a world
full of complexities; what shall they do; what shall
they think, and what direction shall they take? Shall
they "Go West” at the call of a Horace Greeley, follow
the "beckoning of material wealth, or shall they go the
way of least resistance, doing those things which seem
to them the most convenient? Some will have parents
who will dictate to them the pattern for their lives;
others will be influenced by the companions they keep,
and still others will have the guidance of an understand-
ing teacher or some other community leader. There is
also the tragic realization that countless young people
will have no one Y/ho cares what they are or what they
do, even to the point of dictating to them; they will
become adults in whom no one is particularly interested,
and consequently, will be left to shift for themselves.
This thesis is based on the assumption that some
one does care what happens to these youth, and wants
very much to help them make their lives happy and success-
ful. If this task is to be done effectively, we, who are
interested, must discover what young people are thinking,
and in what light they view that supreme attainment.
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In the last analysis eachcommonly called "Success"*
person will have to decide for himself what this will
mean for him; it will not mean the same for any two persons*
Some will seek to hitch their wagons to a star, while
others will be content to grope around in the darkness,
but in either case, we may well adopt the sound policy of
education to start with people where they are and guide
them to their best thinking, through insight and a know-
ledge of truth*
Statement of the Problem
It is the purpose of this study (1) to ascertain the
concepts of success held by pupils in the eighth and
twelfth years of school; (2) to discover what differences,
if any, there are in the concepts of these two groups;
(3) to find out what kinds of people they consider success-
ful; and (4) to note the reasons for choosing these parti-
cular people, that these factors may clarify the basis
which they have for a conception of success*
Justification of the Problem
This study of the concepts of success which young
people hold should have value in terms of stimulating them
to think about success and, thereby, consider just how
they will evaluate it in their lives* The value of the
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study should extend to the entire school personnel as
well as to the guidance counselor. One objective of this
survey is to give insight into the thinking of youth and
inspire those who work with youth to keep faith with them
and know that beneath their carefree mannerisms there
abide serious thoughts and high idealism. It has long
been a tradition for the older generation to look with-
out favor upon the "younger generation". Youth has long
had to pay the price for just "being adolescent", and
although nature brings them normally to this stage of
development, there is much misunderstanding of behavior
at this level of growth. It appears to be the general
concensus that youth is idealistic and age is realistic,
oftentimes to the point of cynicism and pessimism. If
this be true, cannot some service be given to young
people during their years of idealism to help them main-
tain their highest ideals in the face of whatever may
come to them in disappointments? The supreme task, which,
if accomplished will give youth a balance in life which
nothing can deter, is to build in young minds those
mental attitudes which are healthful and positive. It is
an important function of education to teach that life is
not ideal; therefore, youth must be taught courage and
self-reliance, that they may react naturally to adverse
circumstance with poise and intelligence. The need for
personal guidance and intelligent, well-informed leader-
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ship to 3et aright the aims and purposes of human beings
and to assist them in finding satisfactory solutions to
their many problems in life seems evident in the face of
4
these figures released by the Bureau of Census, Washington,
1/
D.C. and published in the World Almanac7 1949.
444,785 patients in State Hospitals for Mental Disease.
120,761 psychiatric patients In United States*
hospitals.
141,404 prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and
Reformatories.
734,041 people arrested in 1947 in the United States.
1,665,110 criminal offenses in 1947 in the United States.
Compared with pre-war averages of 1939 to 1941, murder in
1947 increased 15.4 per cent; burglary 15.3 per cent;
robbery, 14.6 per cent; larceny, 2.6 per cent; negligent
manslaughter increased 2.1 per cent, and auto thefts
increased 1.9 per cent in urban areas. These statistics
indicate a real need for guidance, for when people can be
lifted up from their feelings of inferiority and insecurity
and can be helped to understand themselves and make an
honest appraisal of their capacities and abilities, then
they have been helped a long my toward a happy, well-ad-
justed life.
i/
World Almanac and Book of Facts
,
New York:
New York V/o'rld telegram Corporation, 1'949
,
op. 210. 212.
213.

Uncons oiously, our educational program has contributed
to the factors which have led to mental ill health*
Laila Packman i^has given us these thoughts which bear out
this fact:
We believe that various kinds of nervous
disorders, including nervous exhaustion and
breakdown, are often caused by wrong evaluations
or attitudes which lead to the putting before
one’s self of unattainable goals which lead to
psychical habits of strife, resulting in a
continuous state of irritation of the basic
nerve centers or nervous tension; this often
leads to neurosis. Education in the past has
stressed effort and high goals, urging children
to emulate the most brilliant examples of the
past. We must put forth effort to succeed; but
when the child has neither the mental or physical
ability nor the environmental breaks to achieve
these high goals, he can only fail. There must
be a correlation between goals, and what can be
achieved without injuring the health.
The concepts of success revealed in this study will
indicate to what extent young people are reaching for
unattainable goals, and to what extent their idealism
may be made practical for meeting the daily problems which
they will have to face. The guidance service should help
youth meet their concepts of success in terms of their
individual abilities and capacities. It should guide
them to an understanding of the responsibilities which
they must accept if they are to attain success by their
own standards.
T7
• Laila Packman., "Success and Sanity," Educational
Forum, 9: 182, January, 1945.
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Tiie Scope of the Problem
This study of the concepts of success held by the
youth in Grades eighth and twelfth was made possible
through the cooperation of the superintendents, principals
and class room teachers of eleven Maine school systems.
This survey was conducted in the cities of Biddeford
and Saco and the towns of Old Orchard, Hollis, Bar Mills,
Buxton, Eliot, Kennebunk and South Berwick in York
County, and in the towns of Westbrook and Falmouth in
Cumberland County*
The number of pupils surveyed, were 498 eighth
graders and 394 high school seniors. The average
community was residential and industrial, while a few,
like Hollis, Bar Mils, Buxton and South Berwick, were
largely rural and farming areas* The two sexes were
fairly equally divided, there being £52 boys and 246
girls in the eighth grade, and 185 boys and 209 girls
in the senior group.
Two methods of collecting the data were employed:
(1) the free writings of 543 eighth graders and seniors,
expressing freely their ideas of a successful person,
and (2) a Junior and Senior Opinion Ballot~^built on
the concepts found within the free writings. The concepts
See appendix
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were classified into the following areas: educational,
social, psychological, material, physical, moral and
religious. Some classification seemed necessary to
point up the basic areas in which the majority of youth
believed success was to be found.
Five types of scores were assembled: (1) scores
which indicate the concepts of success in each of the
five areas, as held by eighth grade boys and girls;
(2) scores which indicate the concepts of success in
each of the five areas as held by senior boys and girls;
(3) scores which reveal the fifteen most popular concepts
in the five areas combined, as held by both eighth
graders and seniors; (4) scores which reveal those
people whom the eighth graders and seniors believe to
be the most successful in life; and (5) scores which
show the reasons for choosing these successful people#
In the classified areas the moral and religious concepts
are grouped to-gether as are the physical and material
concepts. These combinations were made for the purpose
of combining the areas in which the concepts were the
fewest and the feature of similarity in each case seemed
to make natural the grouping#
Thus, this study attempts to ascertain the concepts
of success which eighth graders and twelfth graders have,
to determine what people they have considered successful,
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and to set forth the reasons basic to the choice of
these people.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The American Concept of Success
The American philosophy of success has slowly grown
from many sources. The American frontiersmen with their
continous striving for material wealth caused Americans
to think of themselves as individuals. The frontiersmen
worked hard for himself and all that could contribute to
his material good. This was his concept of true success.
Individualism was stressed in the east in political,
economic and social areas. Ralph Waldo Eaerson emphasized
the importance of self-reliance, and Herbert Hoover stood
for rugged American individualism. For three hundred
years America has appeared to have counted its growth in
terms of material wealth.^
Success to the first white settlers of New England
was found in their religious philosophy. They brought
to America the Puritan idea that the noblest way to serve
God was to do good to one’s fellow man; therefore,
Christians should seek worldly wealth that they might
alleviate the poverty of others and bring benefits to
—
v
Alfred W. Griswold, "The American Gospel of Success .
Yale Ph.D. Thesis, Yale University.
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those less fortunate. The Puritans advocated seeking
material wealth rather than renouncing it as did the
monks. This idea took root and slowly grew into the
new economic system of Capitalism, which received the
sanction of the Protestant Church. The Puritans believed
that God willed for every person to have a business and
to make a material success of that business. Some
Biblical texts which supported the Puritan idea are:
"Seest thou a man diligent in his business? He shall
stand before Kings."—^"Solomon, seeing that the young
2/
man was industrious, made him a ruler.”*" "Thou shalt
remember the Lord thy God; for it is He that gives thee
3/power to get wealth."— Timothy Dwight, Puritan preacher
in Connecticut who presided over this locality as a
Congregational "Pope", visited Boston in 1810 and found
that a man, "who is not believed to follow some useful
business, can scarcely acquire or retain, even a decent
4/
reputation."-^ Such statements as this frequently made
from the pulpit by Puritan preachers developed in the
minds of early Americans the idea that God wanted them
T7
Proverbs 22: 29.
2/
I King 11: 28.3r“
Deuteronomy 8: 18.
4/Timothy Dwight, Travels in New England and New York.
New Haven, 1821, T. Dwight, p. 15^7.
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to be rich.
It was about a hundred years ago that foreign
visitors took notice of the zealous efforts of Americans
1/
for making money. One British consul remarked, "Men
follow business like drudges and politics with fierce
ardour." He was disgusted to find sport, poetry and
nature neglected, while "the money-making faculty is
2/
alone cultivated." In 1838 the New York Sun“" declared,
There is scarcely a lad of any spirit who
does not, from time back to when he can connect
the most simple ideas, picture to himself some
rapid road to wealth. .
•
The material concept of success held by early Americans
is further indicated in the apology made by one of
3/
Henry Clay^ biographers*":
It is evident from the frugal and exact habits
of Mr. Clay and from his unparalleled success in
his profession, whenever engaged, that, if he had
devoted his life to it, instead of the public, he
could have made himself one of the richest men
in the land.
i/Allan Kevins, American Social History as Recorded
by British Travellers . Nev/ York": lb58. H. HollT"and do.
.
p. &5o.
Truslow Adams, Epic of America . New York: Little,
Brown and Co., 1931, p. 186.
3/
Calvin Colton, Life and Times of Clay . New York:
A.S. Barnes and Co., 1846
,
pp. 43-44.
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In 1855, the author- of ’’The Brief Remarker on the Ways
of Man” bemoaned the pursuit of riches by saying he ms
dismayed,
At the undivided current of ambition. . .towards
wealth, and at the pursuit of gain. ..the only
secular pursuit that is much valued or thought
of; because, in the common estimation, the grand
point of honor is to be rich.
Most of the sermons of this period were in praise of
Z/
wealth. Rev. Joel Hhwesy who had sermons published in
thirteen editions with some ninety thousand copies, said:
No young man, whatever his present condition,
need despair of rising in the world. However
crowded that world * s great workshop, there is a
bench for him, and a plate at nature’s ample board.
At the close of the Civil War the North and South
were engaged in material things. While the southerners
faced reconstruction, the northerners made money. Two
groups of people preached the gospel of success: the
laymen, because it brought them money, and the clergy,
because it augmented their congregations. Numerous
success books were written and countless sermons preached
3 /
on this subject. In 1871 the lay moralists- wrote books
urging young men to believe that success in life was
within their grasp, and that planning, working, and saving
l/ Ezra Sampson, Brief Remarker on the Ways of Man.
New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1855, pp7"U5," 26, ”“29TTT“
&/
Joel Hawes, Lectures to Young Men. Boston: Congre
gational Board of Publication, 1856, ppT^L25, 129.
3/
Logan Reavis, Thoughts for Young Men. New York:
S.R. Wells, 1871, p. 2^

was a religious duty through which one might benefit
his fellow-man. In 1873, the panic year, there appeared
the publication, "Earnest Words on True Success in Life”.
The author^in this book disclaimed the idea that
success in the "proper avocations" of life was a reward
of piety, but he believed that if one were to neglect
God and the duties of religion, he would lose an
important aid to success in any of his endeavors.
2/
Russell H. Conwellj Baptist minister in Philadelphia
in 1851, and founder of Temple University, became famous
as one who spread the gospel of success. His book, "Acres
of Diamonds " was originally a speech, and every year at
the Chautaugua festivals, it was the traditional thing
to hear it given. Conwell thought he had repeated it
six thousand times. The lesson he imparted in the speech
was that men by attending to their callings would become
rich. It did not matter where a person was as long as
he was industrious. Securing wealth was an honorable
ambition and was a test of a person’s usefulness to others.
TJ
Ray Palmer, Earnest Words on True Success in Life.
New York: A.S. Barnes and do., 1SV3, pp. '569-271.
8/
Russell H. Conwell, Acres of Diamonds. New York:
Harper, 1915, p. 19.

If one had money, he had power* Every person ought to
strive for power in order that they may do good with it*
1/
Conwell~ said:
Tens of thousands of men and women get rich
honestly, "but they are often accused by an
envious, lazy crowd of unsuccessful persons of
being dishonest and oppressive. I say, get rich,
get rich!
2/
The title of Conwell T s“ book has its significance brought
out in this statement which he makes:
Nearly every man and nearly every woman
has some talent, some possession, some valuable
gift, which the world needs. God has given
each many acres of diamonds for v/hich the
world anxiously waits.
During the late 1800* s and early 1900* s there grew
up a concept of success called the New Thought; this
held that if one could have a wealthy attitude of mind
he would attain wealth. Frank C. Haddoc
,
a foremost
leader of New Thought, wrote the book, Power for Success
in v/hich he offered twenty-eight lessons in success
magnetism. The lessons provided that one should
constantly be in the mood of success by affirming that
one shall succeed until this idea becomes a permanent
v_
’ Ibid., 20.
2/tjOc. cit*
2/
Frank C. Haddock, Power for Success* Auburndale
Mass., The Power-Book Library, l9l0, 9ff
* ,
p. 31.
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belief and expectation. It was a kind of persuasion and
suggestion to the unconscious that one v/as resolved on
success and would achieve success. Over sixty-two
thousand people paid ten dollars each for the Power of
Success .
1/
In 1916, Orison Swett Marden in his book Success
Fundamentals wrote ideas similar to the New Thought.
He said:
No matter what business you are in, your
prime ambition should be to attain the high-water
mark. The love of excellence is the lodestar
which leads the world onward... There is a grander
possibility for you than anything you have yet done.
Until you have drawn out and used every atom of
your greater reserves, you do not know what you
are capable of doing. The limit of human power
has not been reached. Man has Godlike possibilities.
The great trouble is that for the most part he does
not believe this.
1/
In another book, Marden says that there is a law of
prosperity just as definitely as there is a law of
gravitation. The first principle of this law is mental.
If one wishes to secure a better position, higher wages,
money to pay bills, or to get what one needs, he only
has to visualize what he wants in his mind and then
work for it, never doubting for a moment he will get it,
Orison Swett Marden, Success Fundamentals. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1920, pp. 102-103; ll4; 219.
2/
Orison Swett Marden, Prosperity, How to Attract It.
New York: Success Magazine Corporation, 1924, P* 109,
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and soon that which he wants will be his. Marden says
that one owes it to God who has given him life, health, and
brains, to make something of himself and to improve his
situation. Marden* s books on success won him world-wide
fame; John D. Wanamaker said that if it had been
necessary, he would have been willing to have gone without
at least one meal a day to buy one of those books. The
New Thought concept flourished until after the panic of
1929. After this distressing period there were still
signs of life in this idea. In 1700 the philosophy of
success was entirely religious, but in the days of
Harding and Coolidge, money became the star for one*s
1/
wagon. In 1930, Walter B. Pitkin"", whose volumes of
inspiration led the best-sellers in 1932 and 1933, said,
concerning success, that the ordinary man can achieve
nothing except by luck. However, we continue to drive
him on in the way of false hopes, overstrain and all the
perversions of achieving success. Only a few men are
gifted with a combination of energy, sensitivity, insight,
and persistence, which leads to high success. Success is
complex, and each adage about it has about one-thousandth
of the truth.
T7
Walter B. Pitkin, Psychology of Achievement .
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1930,' pp. i3, 23, 463.

Great People and Their Concepts
We revere and respect the great people who have
lived and dedicated their talents, abilities, and
possessions to the benefit of man’s social order. The
writer here records the success concepts of a few great
people, and recognizes that there are many people, whom
the world has not termed "great”, but who have been the
"unsung” successful people in history.
1/
Benjamin Franklin"" in his Autobiography reveals his
concept of success when he says:
From the poverty and obscurity in which I
was born and bred, to a state of affluence and
some degree of reputation in the world.. I desire
with all humility to acknowledge that I owe the
mentioned happiness of my past life to (God’s)
kind providence, which led me to the means I used
and gave me success.
Franklin’s main premise for success rested on industry
and frugality, and to make the best use of both.
Henry W. Longfello in his poem the Psalm of Life ,
shows that success to him means action and growth:
Benjamin Franklin, Complete Works I. New York:
G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1887, pp. 29-31.
Henry W. Longfellow, The Complete Poetical Works
of Longfellow
. Boston: HouglrEon M'fflin, l$l5, p. 3.
Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing
Learn to labor and to wait.
u.
2/

Ralph Waldo Bnerson— believed that self-trust was
the first secret of success; to believe that because
you are on earth, you are here for some cause to do some
task strictly appointed for you* He believed if a person
had courage and determination he would succeed and should
succeed*
2/
Andrew Carnegie*" had this to say concerning success:
Do not rest content for a moment in your
thoughts as head clerk, or foreman, or general
manager in any concern, no matter how extensive*
Say each to yourself, *L3y place is at the top**
Be a king in your dreams *..*a man*s first duty is
to make a competence and be independent* But his
whole duty does not end there. It is his duty
to do something for his needy neighbours who are
less favored than himself. It is his duty to
contribute to the general good of the community
in which he lives. He has been protected by its
laws. Because he has been protected in his
various enterprises he has been able to make
money sufficient for his needs and those of his
family. All beyond this belongs in justice to
the protecting power that has fostered him and
enabled him to win pecuniary success. To try
to make the world in some way better than you
found it, is to have a noble motive in life.
Your surplus wealth should contribute to the
development of your character and place you in
the ranks of one of nature’s noblemen.
Carnegie’s concept of success extended to society and
leaving it better than you found it.
1/
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Complete Works VII. Centenary
Edition. Cambridge, Riverside tress, 1903, ppT~292-293.
2/
Andrew Carnegie, The Gospel of Wealth * New York:
Century Company., 1900, p. 19.

John D. Rockefeller as a school boy made up his
mind that some day he would be rich. The story was
told of him and a companion who were walking along
to school one day, and as they passed a rich man’s house,
Rockefeller said, "When I grow up I want to be worth a
hundred thousand dollars, and I’m going to be too."
After the realization of this and much more came true,
2/
Rockefeller" attributed his ability to make money in
these words:
I believe the power to make money is a gift
from God to be developed and used to the best of
our ability for the good of mankind* Having been
endowed with the gift I possess, I believe it is
my duty to make more money and still more money,
and to use the money I make for the good of my
fellow man according to the dictates of my own
conscience*
W
Rockefeller’s secret of success is found in this statement:
If I were to give advice to a young man starting
out in life, I should say to him: If you aim
for a large, broad-gauged success, do not begin
your business career, whether you sell your labour
or are an independent producer, with the idea
of getting from the world by hook or by crook
all you can. In the choice of your profession
or your business employment, let you first think:
Where can I fit in so that I may be most effective
in the work of the world? Where can I lend a hand
in a way most effectively to advance the general
interests? Enter life in such a spirit, choose
your vocation in that way, and you have taken the
first step on the highest road to a large success.*
the man will be the most successful who confers
the greatest service on the world*
l/Matthew Josephson, The Robber Barons * New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 19&i, p. 48*
2/
John D. Rockefeller, Random Reminiscences * New York:
Doubleday, Page and Co., 1905, p.‘ 143.
3/Loo * cit.
•t1
yA
The former Dean of the Boston University College of
1/
Business Administration, E. W*. Lor<3.7 gave to his students
this thought on success:
The ocean which you have to cross in your
quest of success may seem as boundless as the
Atlantic. . .It may seem that the labor necessary
to reach the goal, the burden to be carried
while on the way, is so great that the case is
hopeless. But you may outwit the pessimistic
prophet of failure through development of
efficiency. You may develop efficiency through
s elf-management
•
This implies that one must know himself before he can
develop his own efficiency in life.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt-r in his inaugural address
on March 5, 1933, tried to restore the ideals of
democracy in American thought because he felt that they
had been neglected. During his address he said:
Happiness lies not in the mere possession of
money; it lies in the joy of achievement, in the
thrill of creative effort. The joy and moral
stimulation of work no longer must be forgotten
in the mad chase of evanescent profits...
Recognition of the falsity of material wealth
as the standard of success goes hand in hand with
the abandonment of the false belief that public
office and high political positions are to be
valued only by the standards of pride and personal
profit.
The Roosevelt concept of success is contrary to the old
The Ronald Fress Co7,
Plan for Self-Management. New York:
2/
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Inaugural Address. New York
Herald Tribune, March 5, 1933.
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Puritan concept of accumulated riches, hut reaches
deeper into the recesses of satisfaction in human
experience*
1/
It was said of Lowell Thomas7 commentator and
author, that his success was the result of his intense
curiosity, love of action, tolerance of and liking for
people, and his rare ability to know when opportunity
was knocking on his door*
Margaret Bourke White, Associate Editor of Fortune
2/
and Life Magazines, was asked by one author" what she
thought it took to be a successful photographer*
In her reply she gave a vocational concept of success,
and included these criteria: a sense of what is news;
extreme patience; the power of observation, health,
energy and light-heartedness* In the interview which
she gave to the author, she spoke of how one must
approach his work with a sense of freedom and joy rather
than with tenseness. One must keep relaxed, like an
athlete, and be willing to accept the most unnatural
working conditions, the hardest hours, oftentimes an
unpleasant climate, and a strange, unfriendly environment.
gr .
Charlotte Himber, Famous in Their Twenties *
New York: Association Press, pp. 11-24*
2/
Ibid.. P. 128.
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The writer has recorded the concepts of success
held by nine different persons of note. Of these nine
persons, Benjamin Franklin said that success is based
on hard work and the wise expenditure of time and money;
Emerson declared that a person should do the task
appointed for him, and success will come if the person
accomplishes the task through courage and determination;
Carnegie said that success is to get to the top in one»s
work, and to contribute to the general good of the
community; Rockefeller writes that success is to confer
the greatest service on the world that you can; the
former Dean Lord said that success is developing
efficiency in one ! s work; Roosevelt, in his inaugural
address in 1933, said that the standard of success is
the happiness which comes through the joy of achievement
Longfellow considered success in terms of action and
growth, and urged one to continue achievement and effort
Lowell Thomas was considered successful by one author
because of his love of action and his readiness to take
opportunities that came his way; and Margaret White
speaks vocationally of success as that state of mind
which causes one to accept willingly the conditions
which come with the work of his choice.
Of these nine concepts, all speak of work as basic
to success. Efficiency and industry are stressed in
•zotl'K: ed.
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two concepts; conferring a service on society is basic
in two others; readiness to achieve and pursue new
experience is emphasized in two other concepts; one
concept implies a reasonable attitude of mind toward
environment will bring one success; one speaks of
being appointed to a task which must be done with
courage and determination if the person is to be a
success, and one concept brings forth the psychological
joy of creative effort and work well done.
It will be interesting to note whether the young
people of to-day, who have responded to this study,
will have concepts similar to these here presented.
Concepts of Success in Recent Literature
One of the speeches made on class day in 1944 at
Indiana State Teachers College—Avas on the "Criteria of
Success". In this speech it was said that there were
three social levels which have different standards for
success: (1) that success was satisfying the basic
wants of the human organism to have it3 bodily needs
supplied; (2) that success in society meant social
approval and the attainment of v/ealth and possessions
“ Walter Di Kline, "Criteria of Success", Teachers
College Journal
, 15: 121, July, 1944.
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necessary to gain this approval; (3) that success on an
individual level would survey capacities, abilities and
possibilities. The individual should proceed to satisfy
these until he has progressed to his maximum achievement.
There v/ere three questions which were recommended to
help a person set his evaluation in life: (1) Have I
reached my goal in life? (2) Am I happy with it ?
(3) Have I contributed anything to my community and
to society?
Charlotte Himber^relates the outcome of ten
personal interviews which she had with men and women
of our times who are giving their talents to improve
the conditions of people. In her interviews with these
ten outstanding people she found certain characteristics
which were repeatedly present. Common qualities which
contributed to the success of all of them v/ere: (1) that
they all loved to work; (2) they v/ere all persistent at
their task; (3) they were self-confident; and (4) they
were happy, but neither money nor possessions v/ere
responsible for this happiness.
2/
A case study~ written in the Rotarian tells of a
boy named Steve who was voted by his class the one
—p
Himber, ojd. oit., pp. 11-24.
2/
• C. H. Durfee, "Why Successful Men Fail.” Rotarian.
70: 7, May, 1947.
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He was a hard worker and gave"most likely to succeed”*
life to everything he tried* He could bring a business
back from bankruptcy and make it prosperous* But one
day someone met Steve and found that his old spirit
was gone; his trouble was that he had grown tired of
being "successful”. Statistics have shown that people
whom the world sometimes considers successful are poor
suicide risks and that marital failure is most frequent
among those who have prospered in a material sense.
The fault, then, lay in a distortion of values and in
placing emphasis on the wrong kind of success. According
to this author of the case study, genuine success means
a feeling of satisfaction with life, and an inner
serenity that helps a man face failure as well as success.
It is wiser to base success upon achievement which is
self-satisfying rather than on the judgment of the world’s
fickle people. The late Dwight Morrow^' wrote something
to his son at one time, which implied this thought:
The world is divided into people who do
things and people who get the credit. Try, if
you can, to belong to the former. There is far
less competition.
Parents are realizing to-day more than ever before
that their children should follow their own interests and
T7
Durfee, Loo, cit.
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abilities in life* Formerly, and even now in too many
cases, it has been a parental practice for mothers and
fathers to force on their children their own frustrated
ambitions which were never reached*
Oren Arnold~^gives us this humorous story of an
eighty year old gentleman named Hades Temple, who
illustrates this point* One time during his life, he
was heard to have roared: "Thunderation! I never thought
my son Dewey*d wanta be a preacher, but when I seen he wag
church-minded, I sent him to church." If more parents
would follow the natural bent of their children and
encourage them to develop their interests, there would
be more socially-adjusted people in our society*
2/
Dr* Roy E. Hoke“" thinks of success as achievement
and has interesting illustrations of people whom he
considers successful* There is the man who is bedfast,
but has built up a gigantic magazine business; a blind
man who operates successfully a large herb farm;
a woman who, although physically helpless, is a noted
columnist; another blind person is head of the Music
Department in a college; and a man who has lost both
legs, and confined in bed for years, has succeeded in
the business of repairing fountain pens* Dr. Hoke, as
l/Oren Arnold, "What Kind of Success Do We Want for
our Children?" Better Homes and Gardens. 50: 78, January.
1949.
2/Roy E. Hoke, "Notes from a Psychologist* s Scrapbook."
Better Homes and Gardens * Vol. 25, p* 118, June, 1947.

a psychologist, believes that success is in the mind, and
that, if it is sought actively, it will be gained.
1/Shaw says this about success:
It is a personal ideal built by the
individual for his own life and nourished by
such of his experiences and his contacts
with the outside world as he himself chooses
to mold into the fabric of his intimate self.
Progress should be measured by the individual
far removed from the tyranny of the crowd...
The pronouncement and accepted approval of
the crowd will be studied with calm discernment
and received when they represent the sound and
well-tried traditions of living, but rejected
when they are but vagaries restricting unduly
the freedom of the individual and impairing
the development of his personality*
William E.
2/
Blat 2T" says that success has many meanings
>
and that one should conceive of it in its context. The
meaning of success for the psychologist who is in his
laboratory experimenting with running a rat through a
maze takes on significance when the rat completes a
successful trial and reaches the food box. In daily
living the meaning of success depends upon one's point
of view; through their own eyes, and in the light of
their own experience, drunkards may conceive of them-
selves as successful drunkards; thieves as successful
thieves; corrupt politicians as successful politicians.
Some successful business man may, during his long career,
—
v
Cr.H. Shaw, "Success", Commonweal. 26: 510-511.
October 1, 1937.
2/William E. Blatz, "Making the Most of Success and
Failure," National Parent Teachers
. 39: 23-25, March, 1945.
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fail in his biggest enterprize; a successful surgeon
may fail in his struggle to save the life of a patient.
Conflicts rise in conceiving of success because society
has set up long-established criteria by which it feels
are just steps to success and should be accepted as
challenges to renew one f s efforts. The most important
thing is that people should appreciate the doing of
something and not wait for the success which may follow.
It seems to be the tenor of the times to go through
life as though the end were the most important object
rather than the means. We should learn to find joy
in the going . In the school situation, we desire a
student to be ambitious because of his genuine, active
interest father than through the appeal of arbitrary
successes. Youth should be challenged with goals within
their grasp and approval should be confined to the
approval of the effort they expend in reaching their
goals. Finally, it seems to be true that the only way
that one can avoid failure is to avoid learning.
success is to be judged. that failures
1/
Ibid.
,
pp. 23—25.
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An interesting study was made by Dr, O’Connor, of
tlie Human Engineering Laboratory in Hoboken, New Jersey,
when through, scientific testing he discovered that the
most successful people in the country were the ones who
have the largest vocabulary. Success to Dr, 0* Connor
implied high position in one’s field of work. In a
similar way, two classes of seniors were tested for
twelve weeks to determine their basic vocabulary. The
results were as follows: The valedictorian of the class,
highest in grade points, was also highest in vocabulary;
Number 5 in grade point was number 2 in vocabulary;
number 4 in grade point was number 3 in vocabulary;
number 5 in grade point was number 7 in vocabulary, and
number 6 in grade point was number 5 in vocabulary. The
important implication of these test results is that
vocabularies continue to grow because of a person’s
interest in life, which never ceases to grow, and this
kind of attitude is a potent factor that contributes
to success.
2/
Dr. Royal Chapman7 former Dean of the Graduate
School of the University of Minnesota, had a college
classmate with whom he shared the struggle for advanced
tj ~
Mark Hart, "Vocabulary-A Prediction of Success,"
Phi Delta Kappan . 25: 92, December, 1942.
y
Royal N, Chapman, "Is This Success?" Science.
94: 81-82, July 25, 1941.
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degrees, and to-gether they pledged their lives to the
explorations of nature, not for material wealth, hut
for the discovery of Nature’s laws of the inter-
relationships of organisms. After Dr. Chapman’s death,
some papers were found in which was a letter from this
classmate asking him if he had forgotten their pledge,
and reminding him that his present salary was ten times
the maximum that was specified in those days they were
1/
in college to-gether. Also among the Dean’s papers"
there was an essay written by him in which he reminisced
on the contents of his friend’s letter. It told of an
occasion when he was interviewed by a woman who was
writing a series of articles on successful men, and how
his name had been on her list. In his essay, the Dean
reflects on the meaning of success and wonders if the
crowding out of ideals by the high pressure of modern
living is wrong. He is inclined to believe that true
success can only come through the attainment of one’s
ideals.
2/Dr. Lawton, writing for Scholastic
,
believes that
life rests on many different supports and that it is
not safe to place the entire weight of a structure on
P* 82.
2/
George Lav/ton, "If We Can’t Get What We Want, We
Can Want What We Get," Scholastic
. Vol. 57: 31,
November 11, 1940.
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on© pillar, whether it be a job, hobby, love or friendship,
A person who limits success to his work is trying to
secure all his satisfaction from what is but a single
part of his total experience. People who have gained
satisfaction and joy of achievement in life, other than
through their professional or occupational duties are
1/
thos©7 such as: Lord Grey of Fallodon, who studied birds
and enjoyed the poetry of Wordsworth while Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs; Monsieur Herriot, who wrote
a biography of Beethoven in the midst of a distinguished
political career; Kenneth G-rahame, who combined important
duties at the bank of England, and authorship of a series
of delightful books for children; and Pietro Di Donato,
who was a brick layer during the time he was writing,
"Christ in Concrete", These people found success in
breadth of experience,
2/An article- in the Saturday Evening Post seems to
sum up well this review of literature on success. The
article, entitled, "How Happy Are You?" has this thought:
I know a man who lives on a spot of sand in
a Maine lake, and fishes for a living. He is
successful, unless success is a commodity reserved
for 'the higher income brackets. He is more success-
ful, maybe, than the tired businessmen who hire him
to catch and cook their fish.
There is another who labors late and early with
overwhelming responsibilities and finds his
satisfaction in mastering them. He will die happy
i/Cteorge Lawton, Loc
. cit .
2/D. Rose, "How Happy Are You?" Saturday Evening Post.
209: 10-11, May 15, 1937.
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with his executive hoots on.
One man wins a monument by dying young on the
battlefield; another earns, by a lifetime of
labor, the right to sit in the sun and smoke
his pipe when his work is done. Which is success-
ful? Or are they both? Perhaps the realization
of happiness is the only elastic yardstick of
success; the only measure of a man which is
valid for any man.
It is on this premise that this study is made; that as
youth conceive of success, so it is for them a realiza-
tion of happiness, which is the most meaningful experience
of life.
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Related Studies
I Have Everything
1/
The Atlantic"" was interested in finding out the
aims, experiences and perplexities of the post-war
generation. It invited people to write letters to
them stating their aims and goals for life; it promised
to preserve anonymity, when the best letter was published.
The winning letter was written by a girl of twenty-two
,
and in her letter she claimed that she had "everything"
in life. These were the things which she considered to
be "everything" to her:
Forty dollars a week
A buzzer on her desk
Her name on the elevator bank
A delightful pair of parents
A nice home in the country, v/ith pleasures of
suburban living; pleasures such as:
a car
walks in the country
horseback riding
tennis
golf
Many interesting friends
Theatre entertainment
Meeting a fragment of so-called New York society
Exploration of night clubs
A closet full of clothes
A moderate bank account and insurance
Commissioned to write an article for a magazine
Prospects of marriage to a fine boy.
T7
164: 102-163, July, 1939!
"I Have Everything", Atlantic
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This girl attributes her success to applied, psychology
and hard work* Her background, she writes, was
unsuccessful
:
Six years ago she was graduated from
high school with average marks*
Her appearance was shameful; bad complexion,
no cosmetics, and unpoised manner*
Never had any parties or company*
Had had only two unchaperoned dates*
Wardrobe ms of sweaters, skirts, a "sun”
dress, oxfords and polo coats*
Never been to a theatre or night club*
Never worked a day in her life*
Never been on friendly terms with her parents*
Went to school in clothes they chose for her*
Spent time out of school reading, sewing, or
practicing the piano*
At dinner her parents would politely question
her about her day, and then send her to bed*
The girl writes that this kind of life made her
unhappy, and she escaped into an imaginary world of her
own
,
in which she wore delightful clothes, was president
of her class, was a very efficient secretary, and married
the boss’s son* It is the purpose of the writer, not to
make a case study of this girl, but rather to point out
in what areas she considered herself a success* Under
the general heading of "everything”, which she believes
\
she has, there are listed eighteen different items upon
which she bases her success* Of these eighteen items,
six are in the area of material possessions; six are in
the area of personal pleasure; and six are in the area
of social status and security through happy human
relationships*

1/
How To Be a Success
When George Lawtony' author of articles in the
Scholastic , was in high school a set of questions was
circulated to the members of his class, and one of the
questions was, "What is your greatest ambition?" Almost
unanimously the class recorded in the blank space, "I3y
greatest ambition is to be a success." The response was
practically unanimous as to what they wanted most from
life, but not a half dozen viere able to describe what
they meant by success. Lawton believes a person must
define success according to his own circumstance and
social milieu. He gives the case of an imaginary loe
Doakes, who always wanted to be a violinist but had not
talent for the violin. He became an efficient plumber,
married well, raised two children, and repaired all the
leaks in the neighborhood, come wind and weather. He
was not intelligent concerning world affairs, but he
worked hard to support honest, able men in local politics,
and he trusted these men to act wisely in the affairs he
did not understand. When he died, he was poor and owed
bills, but he had enjoyed living, and people came to his
funeral and wept. Was he a success? Not in his own mind,
because he had always wanted to be a violinist, but he
might have been a success if he had received guidance in
T7
George Lawton, "How to be a Success," Scholastic.
Yol. 36: No. 9, p. 23, April 1, 1940.
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fitting his ambitions to his talents*
What Success in Life Means to Me
The Scholastie~/jn 1940 held a prize contest in
which high school young people were invited to write
letters telling what success in life meant to them.
This was the fourth and last contest of the school year,
and the one which met with the largest response and
interest* The best letters of the first and second
winners of the boys and of the girls were published in
the Scholastic * The high school boy who wrote the best
letter had these following concepts of what success
meant to him:
To be a real person.
To keep my self-respect.
To have convictions and the courage of
those convictions.
To realize my own precious individualism
and give expression to it.
To live in a give and take way.
To find my own groove in the scheme
of things.
To advance toward my goal.
To have such experiences as
:
happiness that comes from a job well done;
the love and respect of others;
to have one great love in which I may
transcend myself.
This boy concludes his letter with these words:
If, when the "one clear call" comes, you
can.say with all truth, "I have worked, I have
achieved something of value, I have loved and been
loved, I have found happiness in realizing myself;
surely I have lived." Then you have been a success.
—
w
George Lav/ton, "What Success in Life Means to Me,"
Scholastic. 36: 32, May 20, 1940.
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In this boy’s concept of success there are no
material items; rather his criteria for success is all
based on social, moral, and psychological aspects of
living.
The -winning letter for the girls was written by a
high school student who said that success in life meant
to her these things
:
Happiness.
Faithfulness to my ideals.
Friendship and love of people I love.
The opportunity and ability to appreciate
beauty in life.
To regard it one’s duty to help his
fellowman and try to make their lives happier.
These are her basic concepts, but by way of explanation,
she writes:
The greatest thing a human being can give
another is sincere love. Therefore, if I do
not love my fellow beings, I have no claim to
success...I have seen many people budget their
time without a moment for leisure and appreciation
of the beauty to be found in nature, art, music,
and literature. People who have such a drab
existence do not really live, so how can they
be called successful? If ever I reach the
stage where I do not feel a tremor of emotion
at the sight of a green leaf, at the sound of a
simple melody, then I must brand myself a failure.
The key to this girl’s concept of success is found
in the social, aesthetic, and moral areas. Both of the
winning letters are idealistic, based on life’s intangibles,
but basic to all good human relations, which constitute
the great current need of the world.
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It must be kept in mind, however, that in reality these
winning letters reveal the concepts of success which
the judges of the Scholastic contest held. This study
of the concepts of 892 young people vail determine to
what extent these youth base success on intangibles,
or to what extent they are thinking in terms of Puritan
materialism.
.O -
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CHAPTER HI
PROCEDURE
Summary of the Method
This survey to determine the concepts of success
which Junior and Senior High School young people have,
necessitated the enlistment of cooperation from the
superintendents, principals, and some of the classroom
teachers in the systems where this study was made*
This cooperation was received through the personal
interview or correspondence with the superintendent of
each of the eleven Maine school systems in which this
study was made# Arrangements were made with the
superintendents, and in some cases, the principal, to
have some teacher appointed to ask her class or classes
to write down in their own words what being successful
meant to them* In each case the teacher was asked to
give the pupils this lead: "A successful person is one
who ”, and they were asked to finish this state-
ment in a short paragraph# This was the first procedure
used and is called the free-writing technique of getting
the information needed* The survey was conducted in the
cities of Biddeford and Saco, and the towns of Old Orchard,
Hollis, Bar Mills, Buxton, Eliot, Kennebunk, and South
Berwick in York County, and in the towns of Westbrook and
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Falmouth in Cumberland County. Free writings and
individual opinions on success were received from
543 eighth, and twelfth graders. To prevent inhibitions
and restraint within the respondents, they were told
that they need not sign their names to their writings.
The average community in which these samples were taken
was residential and industrial, while a few, like Hollis,
Bar Mills, Buxton and South Berwick, were largely rural
and farming areas. The economic strata of these students*
families are representative of all levels and provide a
good cross section of pupils for the purposes of survey.
Building the Instrument
1/
Two opinion ballots7 for the Junior High and Senior
High students, respectively, were constructed from the
free writings of the 543 students who responded to the
request for their own ideas on success. The writer
separated the free writings of the eighth graders and
the seniors, and recorded from each group the concepts
found within their writings. These concepts were
recorded in the pupils* own language for the most part
and built into a check list which grouped the concepts
into areas classified as: social, material, educational,
i/
See Appendix
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psychological, physical, moral and religious* This
classification seemed necessary to point up the basic
criteria by which they evaluated success* This grouping,
however, was broken up in the final opinion ballots
submitted to the pupils, because it was felt that the
power of suggestion was too strong where similar concepts
were grouped to-gether* These opinion ballots were
submitted to 498 eighth graders and to 394 seniors*
The pupils were asked to underline not more than fifteen
concepts which they considered the most important in
terms of successful living* The lead preceding the items
in each ballot was this: To be a successful person I
feel that I must-— • The amount of time taken by the
average class to check the ballots was from ten to
thirty minutes*
Gathering the Data
The opinion ballot was built to provide five types
of information: (1) ideas which eighth grade boys and
girls have concerning success in each of the five areas
;
(2) ideas which senior boys and girls have concerning
success in each of the five areas; (3) ideas of success
which constitute the fifteen most popular concepts held
by both eighth and twelfth graders; (4) people whom youth
in the eighth and twelfth grades admire for being what
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they consider successful; (5) reasons why eighth and
twelfth graders have chosen these particular people;
and to determine if there is any real difference between
the concepts of success which the two groups have#
In the classified areas the moral and religious concepts
are grouped to-gether as are the physical and material
concepts# These combinations were made for the purpose
of combining the areas in which the concepts were the
fewest, and the feature of similarity in each case seemed
to make natural the grouping#
There were sixty-six different concepts in the Junior
High Form, from which the pupils were asked to underline
just the ones which they felt were absolutely necessary
for success# The pupils were cautioned not to underline
more than fifteen, in order that through careful dis-
crimination they might choose the ones which they truly
preferred as better than the others# After choosing
these concepts they were asked to check the first, second,
and third concept in this order of importance from the
ones which they had already underscored# This would
designate the concept which was considered most important,
the concept which was considered second in importance, and
the concept which ranked third in importance out of the
ones chosen# Such a procedure provided a double check
to make more valid their fifteen most popular concepts,
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resulting from percentage frequencies. There were eighty'
three different concepts on the Senior High Form, and the
same procedures applied to this ballot as to the other.
This study hopes to reveal any important changes in
attitude which have taken place through the four years of
high school since the seniors were eighth graders. An
undesirable change of attitude during this time would
indicate a need for special guidance during the high
school years.
On both ballots the pupils were asked to name the
person whom they considered most successful in life; this
person could be either living or not. This study will
endeavor to indicate to what degree young people believe
one has to reach a top position in life before he can be
considered successful. To further clarify the concept
which the young person has in mind, he is asked to state
the reason for his choice of this person whose name he
has recorded on the ballot.
The Kinds of Data Available
The findings of the survey were assembled as
follows
:
1* The most successful people eighth graders and
seniors have known.
2. The reasons why these successful people were
chosen.
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3 Percentage of eighth graders who checked
concepts in the educational area#
4# Percentage of eighth graders who checked
concepts in the social area#
5# Percentage of eighth graders who checked
concepts in the psychological area#
6# Percentage of eighth graders who checked
concepts in the material area and physical area#
7# Percentage of eighth graders who checked
concepts in the moral and religious area#
8. Percentage of seniors who checked concepts
in the educational area#
9. Percentage of seniors who checked concepts
in the social area.
10# Percentage of seniors who checked concepts
in the psychological area#
11# Percentage of seniors who checked concepts
in the material and physical area.
12# Percentage of seniors who checked concepts
in the moral and religious area#
13# Fifteen most popular concepts of success held
by eighth grade boys and girls.
14# Fifteen most popular concepts of success held
by senior boys and girls.
15. Fifteen most popular concepts of success which
eighth graders and seniors have#

16* Comparison of the concepts of success which
eighth graders and seniors have#
The data supplied in this study will he used
toward a more complete understanding of these age
groups, and as background material for more effective
guidance activities#
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data, compiled from two opinion ballots and
filled out by 498 eighth graders and 394 twelfth graders,
will be recorded in this chapter to determine the concepts
of success which these young people have; to note if
there is any change of attitude between these two age
groups, and to determine what people in our world have
or are commanding the respect and admiration of our
youth as being successful* The distribution of the
school population according to grade and sex is given
in Table I.
TABLE I
The School Population
Grade Boys Girls
Eighth 252 246
Twelfth 185 209
Total 437 455
The sampling of boys and girls is fairly even on
both grade levels and provides an interesting number
through which to note comparisons in response*
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Most Successful People They Have Known
The following table shows the most successful
people chosen by the boys and girls in Grades eight and
twelve.
TABLE II
Percentage Frequency of the Most Successful
People Known to Eighth Graders and Seniors
Most
Successful People
Grade
B
8
“5 Grade 12B G
Total
Professional, Technical,
Managerial
:
Business Men 19.7 5.1 25.0 17.3 15.7
Teachers 8.1 7.4 16.3 22.1 12.0
Presidents of the
United States 12.6 14.2 7.7 13.8 10.6
Political leaders.... 5.5 9.1 6.7 4.8 6.7
Doctors and Nurses... 3.5 9.7 7.7 3.8 6.0
Professional Athletes 10.4 1.7 2.9 1.0 4.4
Ministers and
Religious Workers . .
•
1.6 4.0 2.9 7.7 3.5
Hollywood Stars 2.2 4.0 1.9 1.0 2.5
Poets and Authors. . .
.
1.6 3.4 .0 2.9 2.1
Professional
Musicians. 2.2 2.3 1.9 1.0 1.9
Inventors and
Scientists 1.6 2.8 1.0 1.0 1.8
Artists. .6 • 6 4.8 .0 1.2
Transportation
Workers. 2.7 .0 .0 1.0 1.1
Supt . of Schools .0 .0 1.0 1.0 .4
Radio Comedian .6 .0 .0 .0 .2
Librarian .0 • 6 .0 .0 .2
Stewardess
. . .0 .0 .0 1.0 .2
Frank Buck .6 .0 .0 .0 .2
Dispatcher .6 .0 .0 .0 .2
Helen Keller .0 .6 .0 .0 .2
Sports Commentator... • 6 .0 .0 .0 .2
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TABLE II (CONT.)
Percentage Frequency of the Most Successful
People Known to Eighth Graders and Seniors
t Tt :
Most 1 Grad e 8 Gra.de 12 » Total
Successful People TrBl “ITT" <*. '»
Clerical and Sales:
Salesmen 2.7 2.2 4.8 1.9 2.8
Office Workers . . . •
•
.0 4.0 .0 5.8 2.3
Real Estate Agents* 1.1 .0 1.9 .0 .7
Bank Clerk .0 .0 .0 1.0 .2
Cashier* • 6 .0 .0 .0 .2
Car Dealer* ........ .0 .1 .0 .0 .2
Agriculture, Marine,
and Forestry:
Farmers * 2.2 2.2 1.9 .0 1.8
Lumbermen* .6 .6 2.9 .0 .9
Fishermen.
. * .6 .0 1.9 .0 .5
Ship 1 3 Captain* . • • .0 .0 1.0 .0 .2
Boat Pilot • • .0 .6 .0 .0 .2
Mechanical:
Communication and
Transportation. *
.
.
3.8 2.2 1.9 3.8 3.0
Plumber 2.2 .0 .0 .0 .7
Shovel Operator. • • .0 .0 1.0 1.0 .4
Welder .0 .0 .0 1.0 .2
Manual:
Factory Workers.... 2.2 3.4 2.9 1.0 2.5
Service Work:
Housewives. .0 8.0 .0 5.8 3.5
Cook. .6 .6 .0 .0 .4
Unclassified
:
Students 2.7 6.3 1.0 3.8 3.5
Armed Services..... 3.3 2.3 1.0 5.8 3.0
Relatives 2.7 2.3 1.0 .0 1.8
Boy Scout Leader... .6 .0 .0 .0 .2
c.
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In an analysis of what people were considered most
successful by eighth graders and seniors, Table II shows
the result of responses according to percentage frequency.
For purpose of clarification, the successful people are
grouped under the headings of occupations, according to
the areas suggested in the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles. The most successful people, according to the
boys and girls of both age groups, are the business men.
The name of some person in business as being most
successful was reported by 15.7 per cent of both groups.
A vast difference is noted between the number of eighth
grade boys and girls who chose business men and the
senior’s choice. Only about 5 per cent of the eighth
grade girls chose business men as successful, whereas
about 17 per cent of the senior girls chose them.
In an analysis of the most successful people in the
Professional, Technical, Managerial grouping, a much
larger preference for teachers as successful people is
indicated by the seniors than by the eighth graders;
between about 16 and 22 per cent of the seniors choose
teachers as successful, whereas, only about 7 to 8 per cent
of the eighth graders choose them. Most eighth graders
(12-14 per cent) choose presidents as successful people,
whereas only 7.7 per cent of the senior boys choose
presidents, and 13.8 per cent of the senior girls choose
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them* More eighth grade girls (9.1 per cent) ohoose
political leaders than do the eighth grade hoys (5.5 per
cent). More senior hoys choose political leaders (6.7
per cent) than do the senior girls (4.8 per cent).
This suggests that the girls lose their admiration for
political leaders between the eighth grade and their
senior year in high school. The low percentage of
3.3 per cent shows the extent to which eighth grade hoys
think doctors and nurses are successful; also the low
percentage of 3.8 per cent shows the small response for
senior girls for this group, whereas eighth grade girls
report about 9 per cent in favor of doctors and nurses
as being successful# The drop of approximately 6 per cent
in interest for this group during high school years may
indicate a need for more appreciation of this kind of
service. Although the total percentage for choosing
professional athletes as successful is 4.4 per cent, the
largest group in favor of them is the eighth grade hoys
with about 10 per cent response. The senior girls by
about 7 per cent show the greatest appreciation for
ministers and religious workers, whereas the boys, both
eighth graders and seniors, record only 1 to 2 per cent
response to this group# The eighth grade girls with about
4 per cent response is the largest group to report Holly-
wood stars as successful persons, whereas, only 1 per cent
of the senior girls think of them as most successful#
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About 3 per cent of the eighth grade girls report poets
and authors as successful, and there again there is a
drop to 2.9 per cent response from the senior girls for
this group; the boys* reaction also drops from 1.6 per
cent in the eighth grade to 0 per cent in high school*
The people most popular with both eighth grade and
senior boys in the rank order of popularity are: business
men; teachers, (especially with the seniors); presidents,
(especially with Grade eight); doctors and nurses, (seniors);
professional athletes, (Grade eight); and professional
musicians.
The people most popular with both eighth grade and
senior girls in the rank order of popularity are: business
men, (especially with the seniors); teachers, (seniors);
presidents; political leaders; doctors and nurses, (especially
with the eighth graders); ministers and religious workers;
Hollywood Stars, (especially with eighth graders); and
professional musicians (eighth graders).
Analysis of the successful people in the Clerical and
Sales group indicates that the highest total is about 2
per cent favoring salesmen as successful people, and about
2 per cent of both groups choosing office workers as
successful. The senior boys are most in favor of the
salesmen (4.8 per cent); while the senior girls are most
in favor of the office workers (5.8 per cent).
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A study of the successful people in the Agriculture,
Marine, and Forestry group shows that 1.8 per cent of
both age groups prefer farmers as successful people,
with the eighth graders showing a 2.2 per cent preference
over the senior 1.9 and 0 per cents.
The data on the successful people in the Mechanical
Area shows that communication and transportation workers
are popular with young people. About 3 per cent of the
total number of eighth graders and seniors report these
people as successful. Next in order of preference comes
a plumber, shovel operator, and welder.
.Analysis of the successful people in the Manual Group
shows that factory workers get 2.5 per cent response from
both age groups reporting them as being successful. The
eighth grade girls, especially, (3.4 per cent) think of
them as being successful.
In the area of Service Work the housewives are popular
with a total response of 3.5 per cent calling them success-
ful. The only other person in this group is a cook who
received one vote each from an eighth grade boy and girl.
A study of the successful people in the unclassified
group shows that students, high school and college, are
popular as being successful. A response of 3.5 per cent
from both groups choose students as successful. Members
of the Armed Service come next with a response of 3 per
cent; relatives are next in order m th 1.8 per cent
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response from both groups, and one Boy Scout Leader
received a vote from an eighth grade boy.
According to these figures, then, these eighth and
twelfth grade boys and girls think: of successful people
largely as being in the Professional, Technical, Managerial
Group. The reasons for choosing these people will be of
importance to discover why they chose the ones they did.
There was a large range of occupations represented in
their choice of successful people. Forty-three different
areas of work were included in these preferences. This
would indicate a broad concept of success which may be
based on the individual qualities of the person in the
work. The next Table will set forth the reasons for
their choices of successful people, and in this study
we may discover why the range of occupations represented
by the successful people they chose ms so varied and
broad.
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Reasons for Choosing These People
The following data will reveal the criteria of success
according to the boys and girls in Grades eight and twelve#
TABLE III
Reasons Why Pupils Chose the Successful People They Did
Reasons Per cent Per cent Per cent
Grade 8 tirade 12 Total
Is kind and helpful to others. 29.0 27.0 28.6
Is liked and respected by
everyone 15.6 24.0 18.7
Is honest and reliable 11.4 22.1 15.3
Is efficient in his work 11.7 12.0 11.8
Is intelligent and educated... 14.5 9.6 12.7
Holds a good position. 10.3 12.5 11.1
Worked hard for the position.. 11.4 10.6 11.1
Has a fine hone and family.... 7.0 12.0 8.8
Is happy in life 4.5 15.4 8.5
Worked from the bottom to the
top in business 5.6 11.6 7.8
Has a pleasing personality.... 5.3 11.0 7.4
Has a good character 8.1 5.3 7.1
Makes a fine income 4.7 8.1 6.0
Binds enjoyment in his work... 2.0 12.9 6.0
Has courage and persistence... 7.5 2.9 5.8
Is unprejudiced and con-
siderate of others 2.5 9.1 4.9
Helps to solve local, state,
and national problems • • •
•
5.6 2.4 4.4
Cooperates with peoule. ......
.
4.1 3.8 4.1
Reached his goal in life 2.8 5.3 3.7
Has a sincere devotion to God. 3.1 4.8 3.7
Is a sincere and natural
person. • 6 4.8 2.1
Is a canable leader .0 5.3 1.9
Spends time and money wisely.. 2.0 1.0 1.8
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TABLE III (CONT.)
Reasons Why Pupils Chose the Successful People They Did
Reasons Per cent Per cent Per cent
Grade 8 Grade 12 Total
Has a good car .6 3.4 1.6
Is self-reliant .8 2.9 1.6
Has talent 1.1 2.4 1.6
Likes people
Makes a moderate
2.2 .0 1.4
income. .0 3.4 1.2
Has good health
Has a progressive
.0 2.4 .9
attitude
Is known all over the
.0 2.4 .9
world 1.4 .0 .9
Is a very good mother. .6 .0 .4
Is a very good father. .0 1.0 .4
The data in Table III reveals that the largest
percentage (28.6) of pupils base their choice of a
successful person on the social criteria of kindness and
helpfulness. The results show that the majority of
eighth graders and seniors judge the measure of success
by a social, moraJL, and educational yardstick. Only six
per cent base success on a high income; 1.6 per cent
consider a moderate income as a basis for success; while
1.2 per cent maintain the Benjamin Franklin theory that
time and money spent wisely will bring success. The ten
most popular reasons for choosing people as being success-
ful in the rank order of importance are: that the person
is kind and helpful to others; liked and respected by
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everyone; honest and reliable; efficient in his work;
intelligent and educated; holds a good position; has
worked hard for the position; has a fine home and family;
is happy in life, and has worked from the bottom to the
top in his business* Seniors consider happiness, and
a good home more important (15*4 per cent) than do the
(12.0 per cent)
eighth graders, (4.5 per cent). Finding enjoyment in
(7.0 per cent)
one’s work was found important by 12.9 per cent of the
seniors, whereas, only 2 per cent of the eighth graders
gave this reason. Two other significant differences
between eighth graders and seniors are that 7.5 per cent
of the eighth graders consider courage and persistence
important to success, whereas 2.9 per cent of the seniors
gave this reason; 9.1 per cent of the seniors believe
unprejudice and consideration for others basic to success,
and only 2.5 per cent of the eighth graders share this
opinion with the seniors.
The conclusion may be drawn from a study of the data
in Table IH that young people in this survey have judged
successful living on a social, moral, and educational basis
more than on a materialistic basis; and conceive of the
intangibles of life as being more important than how much
a person possesses in terms of wealth.
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Eighth Grade Concepts of Success
An analysis of the data (Tables IY to YIII inclusive)
for the boys and girls of the eighth grade will attempt
to reveal the concepts of success which this age group
have in the various areas of living. Table IY indicates
to what extent boys and girls in this study think success
is measured by education or its equivalent in life,
TABLE IY
Percentage Erequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Educational Success by
498 Boys and Girls in Grade 8,
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
18 Have a high school education.. 46.8 52.9 49.8
53 Have good judgment and a
quick mind 30.6 20.3 25.5
38 Have a college education...... 22.2 12.2 17.3
39 Keep studying and learning
all the time 11.3 11.8 13.0
62 Have skill at doing something. 17.1 6.9 12.1
40 Speak excellent English 5.6 5.3 5.4
59 Be very intelligent 3.6 3.7 3.6
19 Have much knowledge about
everything 4.8 2.4 3.6
60 Travel around the world 3.6 1.6 2.6
17 Do the things other people
can do.... 2.4 .8 1.6
4 Be famous and known all over
the world... 2.0 .8 1.4
61 Discover or invent something.. 1.2 .4 .8
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In analyzing this data it will b© noticed that almost
one-half of the group surveyed considered a high school
education essential for success; 22 per cent, approximately,
of the boys considered a college education necessary,
whereas about 12 per cent of the girls believed it was
important • About 25 per cent of both boys and girls thought
good judgment and a quick mind was vital to successful
living; 15 per cent felt that one who kept studying and
learning all the time would be more apt to succeed#
Only 3*6 per cent considered high intelligence necessary
for success; 2.6 per cent believed that if they traveled
around the world they would be successful, and 1.4 per cent
thought they world be famous, and hence, successful, if
they were reknown. Only .8 per cent thought discovering
or inventing something was needful to success.
In addition to the data in Table IV, the writer wishes
to present some sample free writings of eighth graders in
which they place their major emphasis on educo.tion as a
criteria for successful living. Two examples which,
illustrate an extreme point of view and a more common point
of view are as follows:
A successful person is one xfrio has had an
education and has a good job, and who is not
digging in a ditch.
Success means a great deal to me. When I
get older, I will want to be a success, or in
other words, succeed in whatever I do. It vail
make a person, even myself, feel proud to be
highly thought of in a community, and it is usually
a person with education that finds success.
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Most of the free writing concepts touch upon more
than one area in successful living, "but the major emphasis
in most cases seems to be placed on one area#
The following table shows the concepts of success
which eighth graders have in the social area of living.
TABLE V
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Social Success by 498
Boys and Girls in Grade 8
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
22 Get along with other people* 51.2 47.6 49.4
26 Think of others before
myself 37.3 39.0 58.2
2 Have a family which I love*. 37.7 38.2 38.0
5 Be respected by everyone
who knows me 29.4 43.1 36.1
45 Help people who are
unfortunate 33.3 33.3 33.3
1 Do the things I am asked
to do* * * 32.5 33.7 33.1
3 Have many friends which I
keep* 36.5 22.7 29.7
43 Be dependable at all times*. 25.8 30.5 28.1
24 Be friendly and thoughtful*. 20.6 35.0 27.7
25 Cooperate with everyone 17.5 25.6 21.5
23 Do kind things for others... 17.5 22.8 20.1
42 Be liked by everyone. 22.6 15.9 19.3
44 Be popular with everyone.... 6.8 4.5 5.6
An analysis of Table V will reveal the concepts of
success in the social area of life, according to the
attitudes of the eighth graders who responded to this
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survey# Although some of these concepts may seem to
overlap, yet some are more inclusive than others, and it
is interesting to note that of all the items, almost
50 per cent chose the one, "Get along with other people"
upon which many of the other concepts are based# About
58 per cent chose "Think of others before myself", and
"Have a family which I love"; about 56 per cent wanted
to "Be respected by everyone who knows me", and about
55 per cent chose "Help people who are unfortunate", and
"Do the things I am asked to do"# The two concepts
which received the smallest percentage of response were
"Be liked by everyone", and "Be popular with everyone"#
An analysis of the data in this table indicates a desire
for good human relations#
Samples of free writing in the social area of
success, in which eighth graders express their concepts
are as follows
:
People who have a great deal of money are
called the successful people in the world, but
what about the thousands of small happy families
in the world? The father may work in a mill, own
his own small business, or have a small clerks
job in an office, but if to-gether with his
wife and children, he has found happiness and
peace of heart, then his life is, regardless of
any arguments, a complete success#
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A successful person is one who is able to
go out into the world prepared for all occasions
of emergenc3r, happiness, business, and social
life. This person should be able to communicate
socially with other people. This person should
also be a good sport and know how to "play the
game" and take a defeat well.
A successful person is one who has accomplished
what he is able in life fairly and honestly.
He does not have to be smart as long as he tries
as hard as possible in school and goes as far in
school as he is smart enough to go and has the
money to go. One who has worked as hard as he
could on whatever job he has had and has advanced
as far as he could. He should have helped others
at any chance he had and was able. In short, if
one lives a clean, honest life, a law abiding
life, and has accomplished all he could and helped
others, he has been successful.
My idea of a successful person is one who
travels around the world making pictures or
important plans. A person who teaches the blind
how to read; the deaf how to read lips; the
cripple how to do things, and helps the sick.
It was from such free writings as these that the
items for the opinion ballots were taken.
Table VI reveals the concepts of success which are
based on psychological attainments, that emphasize the
mental satisfactions in life.
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TABLE Y1
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Psychological Success by
498 Boys and Girls in Grade 8
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
10 Have courage to face
difficulties* 61.1 70.7 65.9
30 Make my own decisions
wisely* 38.1 37.8 38.0
33 Never give up trying 33.7 37.0 35.3
51 Have a good disposition. . .
•
27.0 38.2 32.5
9 Do the thing I set out to
do 30.2 29.3 29.7
12 Spend time wisely 31.8 26.4 29.1
11 Control myself. 29.4 28.1 28.7
32 Do my work because I love
it; not for money 21.4 35.4 28.3
52 Do independent thinking..*. 17.9 18.3 18.1
31 Not be afraid of anything. 13.9 8.9 11.5
13 Have peace of mind. 8.3 5.3 6.8
66 Be free to do as I please
all the time * 6.8 1.6 4.2
50 Have done whatever I would
have liked to do 3.6 4.5 4.0
34 Have overcome hardships.... 2.8 1.6 2.2
54 Get a high position over
other people • .4 .4 .4
The most popular concept in this area is "Have
courage to face difficulties", v/hich received a response
of 65*9 per cent* The concept, "Make my own decisions
wisely", was chosen by 38 per cent; 35*3 per cent believed
the concept of "Never give up trying", was important;
and 32.5 per cent felt that to "Have a good disposition",
was necessary for successful living* Some differences
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between the boys and girls were in the concepts of:
"Be free to do as I please all the time", which was
checked by 6.8 per cent of the boys and 1.6 per cent
of the girls; "Not be afraid of anything" was checked
by 13.9 per cent of the boys and 8.9 per cent of the
girls; "Have a good disposition" was more important
to the girls with 38.2 per cent checking it and only
27 per cent of the boys checking it; "Get a high
position over other people" received the lowest response
of .4 per cent.
Some samplings of the free writings which base
success mostly on psychological factors are as follows
:
A successful person in my opinion is a
person who makes his life dream come true.
A person that has finally found a comfortable
home, friends, and peace of mind.
A successful person is one who has by
his own will received complete education and
a job which is done well and willingly.
Y/hether he is a ditch digger or president,
he or she can be a successful person if they
are doing the job because they want to and
not for money or by force. If he has succeeded
in doing the job he wishes, he is in my eyes
successful.
My idea of a successful person is one who
becomes manager of a store and then president
of the company which controls the store.
These free writings include those concepts which
are held by some of the young people surveyed, and do
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not indicate that they will be acceptable to those who
read this study; the reason for reporting them verbatim
is to make clear the thoughts which youth have concerning
that which comprises success, to the end that it may give
more understanding to those who purpose to help boys and
girls make happy adjustments to life. With these thoughts
in mind, the next two concepts are pertinent:
A successful, person is one who looks out
for himself in a clever way, so that he can
put it over on gullible people. They mil think
he is wonderful, but never suspect his own desire
of looking out for himself.
A successful person is one who sets a goal
in life and reaches it. If a person sets as his
goal to work in the mill, he has a chance to be
happy, but if he wants to work in a garage or be
a doctor, and he is forced to work in the mill,
he will not be successful. If you want to be a
baseball player, but you have to do something
else, you will be a failure. In school if you
expect to get on the honor roll and don’t, you
will not be successful.
The next table presents the data which reveals
what concepts in the physical and material area are
important to success according to the thinking of eighth
graders. It will be remembered that these two areas are
grouped to-gether since both have fewer concepts than
other areas.
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TABLE VII
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Physical and Material Success
by 498 Boys and Girls in Grade 8.
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
41 Be neat, clean and well-
groomed* 33.7 54.8 44.2
63 Work hard at whatever I
undertake to do 37.7 45.1 41.4
20 Have good health 31.4 25.2 28.3
6 Make enough money to live
comfortably 31.4 10.2 20.9
8 Have a paying job which I
can do 23.8 13.1 18.7
29 Have a comfortable home 15.9 10.2 13.1
28 Get promoted to better jobs.. 11.9 6.1 9.0
21 Be able to stand physical
pain without complaint.. 9.1 8.1 8.6
47 Have a prosperous business... 9.9 2.4 6.2
27 Start with nothing and end
up with wealth. 7.9 .8 4.4
49 Have a comfortable easy life. 3.6 1.6 2.6
64 Have many fine clothes. 2.0 2.9 2.4
65 Have much money to spend on
pleasure 2.8 1.6 2.2
46 Have a nice car 3.6 .8 2.2
48 Make a high salary 3.2 .8 2.0
7 Have all the material things
I want 1.2 1.6 1.4
The most important concept of this group is "Be
neat, clean and well-groomed", chosen by 44.2 per cent
of both the boys and girls; 41*4 per cent choose "Work
hard at whatever I undertake to do", as vital to success;
in both of these cases the girls respond with a higher
x
percentage frequency than do the boys; more boys (31.4
per cent) consider "Have good health" more important
than do the girls (25.2 per cent) ; also the boys believe
to "Make enough money to live comfortably" (31.4 per cent)
is essential, whereas only 10.2 per cent of the girls
feel this way. More boys (23.8 per cent) desire a
"Paying job which I can do", than do the girls (13.1 per
cent). More boys (15.1 per cent) want to "Have a
comfortable home" than do the girls (10.2 per cent).
More boys (11.9 per cent) want to "Get promoted to better
jobs" than do the girls (6.1 per cent). The concept,
to "Start with nothing and end up with wealth" was checked
by 7.9 per cent of the boys, whereas only .8 per cent of
the girls said this. The lowest percentage frequency
appeared in such items as "Have many fine clothes" (2.6
per cent); "Have much money to spend on pleasure" (2.2
per cent); "Have a nice car" (2.2 per cent); "Make a high
salary" (2.0 per cent), and "Have all the material things
I want" (1.4 per cent).
Samplings of free writings which give major emphasis
to the physical and material concepts of success are:
If I want to be a successful person when I
grow up I have to study very hard in school so
that I can make my way through high school. I
vail take a course in becoming a gym teacher so
all the boys in school will have fun, but not
only fun, but plenty of exercise and good health.
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I want to be successful so that I may live
in a nice home, and have plenty to eat* Instead
of living in a one room shack and "being poor,
and not having enough money to eat the right food*
A successful person is one who has worked
hard and has saved all his money; he has not
bought useless things, but things that will
help him* He has worked up in his firm and
finally has a business of his ovm. He has
worked his way up to being a wealthy man*
A successful person is one who has a job
and who goes to a movie at least once every
two weeks. He is one who has finished school
and who gets all he wants out of life*
Table ¥111 reveals the percentage frequency of
concepts checked in the area of moral and religious status*
TABLE Till
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Moral and Religious
Success by 498 Boys and Girls in Grade 8
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
56 Love God and obey Him... 55.6 67.5 61.5
37 Be truthful 45. 2 64.2 54.6
16 Always try to do what is right45.
6
54.1 49.8
36 Use clean language 44.4 47.2 45.8
15 Be able to look anyone in the
eye honestly* 44.8 41.9 43.4
58 Have a good reputation.
•
29.0 51.2 40.0
57 Go to church regularly.
.
36.9 35.8 36.4
14 Have a clean, wholesome
character* 28.6 35.8 32.1
55 Be polite to others 26.2 32.5 29.3
35 Say the right things at the
T-
right time 14.7 12.2 13.5
T»
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An analysis of the Data in Table Till reveals that
about 61 per cent of the eighth graders believe the
religious concept to "Love God and obey Him" is basic
to successful living. As it was seen in the social area,
one concept may be all-inclusive of the other concepts,
but for clarification, it seemed best to record the
concepts as the pupils had written them in their free
writings, thus providing a check on themselves. The
moral consciousness of boys and girls reveals itself in
the percentage frequency shown in the concept "Be truth-
ful’/ chosen by 54.6 per cent; "Always try to do what is
right’/ chosen by 49.8 per cent; "Use clean language",
chosen by 45.8 per cent; and "Be able to look anyone in
the eye honestly", chosen by 43.4 per cent. More girls
(51.2 per cent) were concerned about the necessitjr to
"Have a good reputation" than were the boys (29 per cent).
The boys and girls were fairly evenly divided on the
concept "Go to church regularly". More boys thought it
important "To say the right things at the right time",
(14.7 per cent) than did the girls (12.2 per cent); this
concept received the lowest percentage frequency, (13.5
per cent).
Samplings of free writings which give major emphasis
to moral and religious concepts of success are:
I believe a truly successful, person is one
who has a firm, unshakeable belief in God and in
his kindness to those who love and obey Him.
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One girl, who did not put down the name of anyone
as a successful person, wrote this instead:
It would not he for me to say who has been
a success, for only God can determine true success.
Twelfth Grade Concepts of Success
Tables IX through XIII present the data for
understanding the concepts which high school seniors
have concerning successful living. Table IX, which
follows, presents the data for the concepts of success
which are dependent upon one^ educational status.
table ix
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Educational Success
by 394 Boys and Girls in Grade 12
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
10 Have a high school education. 30.8 32.5 31.7
66 Have much common sense 29.7 33.5 31.7
36 Have an opinion about
important subjects 9.7 15.8 12.9
9 Have a profession 19.5 6.7 12.7
35 Be informed on world affairs. 5.4 15.3 10.7
38 Have a college education. . . •
.
14.1 6.2 9.9
68 Be an expert in some line of
work 15.1 3.3 8.9
32 Be a leader of people 7.0 1.4 4.1
11 Have much knowledge 1.6 3.3 2.5
37 Be very intelligent 1.1 1.9 1.5
65 Hardly ever make a mistake... 1.1 1.0 1.0
67 Achieve recognition for high
scholarship 2.2 0.0 1.0
i
The concepts receiving the highest response in
this area are those which say "To have a high school
education (31.7 per cent); and to "Have much common
sense” (31.7 per cent). More girls (33.5 per cent)
checked "common sense" than did the boys (29.7 per cent).
There are several significant differences shown here
between the attitudes of the boys and girls. The girls*
response to the item "Have an opinion about important
subjects" was 15.8 per cent, whereas 9.7 per cent of
the boys felt this way; 19.5 per cent of the boys
checked "Have a profession", whereas 6.7 per cent of
the girls checked this concept; 15.3 per cent of the
girls believed it important to "Be informed on world
affairs", and only 5.4 per cent of the boys shared this
attitude. The boys* response to the concept "Have
a college education" was 14.1 per cent, whereas 6.2
per cent of the girls gave this response ; 15.1 per cent
of the boys wanted to "Be an expert in some line of
work", while only 3.3 per cent of the girls felt this
way. The concept "Be a leader of people" was checked
by 7 per cent of the boys, while 1.4 per cent of the
girls made this response; 3.3 per cent of the girls
wanted to "Have much knowledge", and 1.6 per cent of
the boys desired this. Both boys and girls preferred
common sense to intelligence, indicated by a 1.5
percentage frequency of the concept, "Be very intelligent".
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Only 1 per cent cared about achieving recognition for
high scholarship.
Samplings of free writings from the seniors tended
to include in most every instance more than one area
of success in life situations. These are two which
combine several areas
:
A male is not a man unless he can provide
security for his wife and children. He does
not have to be a millionaire, nor does he have
to work his fingers to the bone for a lifetime.
He just has to take and absorb what knowledge
is offered him and strive to get more. If he
has done this he is worthy of a good and lasting
job, and I*m sure he will receive it. This
isn't all "by any means. No matter how intelli-
gent a man may be, he will not hold a job more
than two seconds if he cannot understand and
get along with people. The secret of successful
living is education, ambition, and the understand-
ing of ones fellow workers.
Ifiy idea of a successful person is one who
is a citizen of the United States; a man who
loves God and country; a person that is respected
by all, who holds down a steady job which brings
him a moderate income, and above all, a person
who has no use for liquor. 'Knowing how to dress,
and speak English correctly are also important
items. I make no mention of the amount of money
he has, for if he has the qualities, and is the
man described above, he is the most successful
person in the world, and, thus, the richest.
It will be remembered that these free writings
were composed before the opinion ballot was administered
and that it was from such free writings as these, that
the writer gathered the concepts for the questionnaire.
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Table X will present the concepts of success
on a social basis.
TABLE X
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Social Success
by 394 Boys and Girls in Grade 12
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
56 Cooperate with other people. 41.6 58.4 50.5
4 Get along with other people. 47.6 40.2 43.6
34 Obey orders and lav/s 33.5 39.7 36.8
31 Be respected by other people 25.4 31.6 28.7
29 Be genuine and natural
in my actions 22.7 29.7 26.4
33 Have a good hone and family. 31.4 15.8 23.1
28 Be cheerful and kind
to others 20.0 23.9 22.1
62 Have many friends 21.6 15.8 18.5
8 Do things without hurting
others 13.0 13.9 13.5
64 Participate in community
affairs 14.6 12.0 13.2
7 Be unselfish in every way... 7.6 16.7 12.4
6 Be a friend to everyone 11.4 12.4 11.9
63 Be a good conversationalist. 8.6 13.9 11.4
2 Help others in trouble 12.4 6.2 9.1
30 Have social standing in the
community 11.9 5.7 8.6
3 Be well-liked by the
community 11.9 3.8 7.6
57 Be a faithful voter. 5.4 8.6 7.1
59 Contribute leisure time to
community welfare 6.5 7.7 7.1
58 Be popular with others 5.4 3.3 4.3
5 Keep peace with everyone.... 1.6 2.4 2.0
60 Be admired for social graces .0 .5 .3
The eight most popular concepts checked in the
area of success from a social viewpoint by both the
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senior boys and girls are: "Cooperate with other people"
(50.5 per cent); "Get along with other people" (43*6 per
cent)
;
"Obey orders and laws" (36,8 per cent) ; "Be
respected by other people" (28,7 per cent) ; "Be genuine
and natural in my actions" (26.4 per cent) ; "Have a good
home and family" (23.1 per cent); "Be cheerful and kind
to others" (22.1 per cent), and "Have many friends"
(18.5 per cent). More boys (31.4 per cent) wanted a
good home and family, than did the girls (15.8 per cent)
;
More girls (16.7 per cent) checked "Be unselfish in every
way", than did the boys (7.6 per cent). More girls
(13.9 per cent) considered it necessary to be a good
conversationalist, than did the boys (8.6 per cent) ; more
boys (11.9 per cent) wanted to have social standing in
the community, than did the girls (5.7 per cent); also
more boys (11.9 per cent) wanted to be well-liked by the
community, than did the girls (3.8 per cent).
The concepts which received the lowest percentage
frequencies were: "Be a faithful voter" (7.1 per cent);
"Contribute leisure time to community welfare" (7.1 per
cent); "Be popular with others" (4.3 per cent); "Keep
peace with everyone" (2.0 per cent), and "Be admired for
social graces" (.3 per cent).
These samples of free writings in the social area
were considered especially worthy of recording:
A home, and true love and happiness is more
than any amount of money can buy. To have happiness
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and the affection of someone is really to
have true success in your life.
A man is successful if he has something
to live for; such as a good home where a warm
meal awaits him all the time. His success
depends on how good a family he raises.
A successful person is one who reaches
his goal in life. He has ability and takes
advantage of it. He is happy and glad he is
alive. He is always ready to be of service
to others.
A successful person is one who owns a
small home; has his own successful business;
is well liked by his neighbors; is a family
man; and participates in town or city activities.
A successful person is one who is well
liked by his fellow comrades; who finds himself
a good vocation which he likes, and one who
raises a healthy family.
Table XI presented on the next page reveals the
concepts of success which seniors have in the area
of psychological status.
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TABLE XI
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Psychological Success
by 394: Boys and Girls in Grade 12
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
15 Try to keep improving all
the time 50.3 54.0 52.3
45 Never give up trying 42.7 50.7 47.0
72 Be interested in my work 40.0 43.1 41.6
13 Complete the task I set out
to do 38.4 39.7 39.1
40 Understand myself, 24.9 31.1 28.2
16 Be self-reliant and self-
supporting. 30.8 23.9 27.2
18 Be unprejudiced 22.2 30.6 26.6
42 Take disappointments cheer-
fully 23.2 23.9 23.6
73 Be able to solve my personal
problems 25.9 19.1 22.3
47 Live up to my ideals 20.5 24.4 22.6
70 Be able to do what I want
most to do.. 22.2 20.1 21.1
76 Have peace of mind 13.5 21.5 17.8
43 Be unafraid of people’s
opinion 14.1 17.7 16.0
19 Be able to speak ray mind
before a group. 17.0 11.5 14.0
41 Look on the "sunny side of
life" 13.0 14.4 13.7
71 Fight for my rights. 16.2 10.5 13.2
17 Keep my temper. 10.3 12.4 11.4
44 Be contented with what I have 8.1 12.4 10.4
39 Be modest about ray accomplish-
ments. 10.8 9.6 10.2
14 Understand the needs of other
people 5.9 9.6 7.9
46 Be doing what I should do.... 6.5 6.2 6.3
61 Be admired for the job I hold 3.2 3.3 3.3
69 Be able to do anything I want
to do 1.6 .05 1.3
12 Be contented in being alone.. .5 .5 .5
75 Put it over on gullible folks .5 • 0 .3
74 Achieve "Hank and Glory" .0 .0 *o_
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These concepts were arranged under the heading of
psychological because it was felt that all of these items
had directly or indirectly an impact on the mental
attitude of persons. The largest percentage frequency
appeared in the concept "Try to keep improving all the
time" (52.3 per cent). Seven other concepts holding top
positions in rank order of their popularity are: "Never
give up trying" (47 per cent) ; "Be interested in my
work" (41.6 per cent) ; "Complete the task I set out to
do" (39.1 per cent) ; "Understand myself" (28.2 per cent);
i
"Be self-reliant and self-supporting" (27.2 per cent)
;
"Be unprejudiced" (26.6 per cent); and "Take disappoint-
ments cheerfully" (23.6 per cent). Significant differences
between the boys and girl3 may be seen in the concept
where the girls seem to have the more persistence.
4
More girls (50.7 per cent) checked "Never give up trying",
whereas only 42.7 per cent of the boys felt this way;
more girls (31.1 per cent) wanted to understand themselves,
than did the boys (24.9 per cent); more boys (30.8 per
cent) wanted to "Be self-reliant and self-supporting",
than did the girls (23.9 per cent). Other differences
show that 16.2 per cent of the boys want "to fight for
my rights", and only 10.5 per cent of the girls checked
this concept; 21.5 per cent of the girls considered it
important to "Have peace of mind", whereas only 13.5
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per cent of the boys felt this way. There was one concept
in this area, "Achieve rank and glory", which received
no response at all, even though it was expressed in some
person’s free writing. Only one person out of the 394
young people surveyed felt that it was a sign of success
to be able to "Put it over on gullible people”.
These six free writings seem to place major emphasis
for success on psychological factors:
I believe that to be successful one might
have a nice hone, children, and a few dollars
in the bank. This desired end is usually obtained
by slowly working your way up in a firm from
stockboy, perhaps, and eventually becoming head
of the store or one of its well paid employers.
Success in life may not even mean having a home
and children to some people. They will probably
be a success in their own way, if they have
accomplished something that they have been trying
for years to do.
ftftr idea of a successful person is one who has
accomplished whatever he has strived for. A person
who has come up the hard way from scratch, over-
coming the many barriers that have arisen during
his life; never giving up hope, and always work-
ing for a better life. He must be happy and
content with what he has achieved. He must be
mindful of the work and energy that he has put
into his success. To enjoy success one must
experience failure. In conclusion: a successful
person must have the following qualities : ability,
initiative, faith, courage, far-3ightedness, and
above all, gratitude for his success.
A successful person is one who minds his own
business, and forgets about everyone but himself.
Worry about others, and you don’t get anywhere.
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Success should not be measured in wealth
alone. Too often modern society is apt to use
material wealth as a standard of success.
A person who has not reached the top in his
field has far more to live for than the person
who was handed an executive position on a
silver platter. To be successful one must
enjoy the work he has chosen to take up.
Villile a good salary is part of success, much
is to be desired in a good job with lower pay.
It is needless to say what wholesome family
relations play in making life more enjoyable.
To be successful one must enjoy living.
A successful person is one who is perfectly
happy and at peace with the world. If the person
feels in his heart that he is doing his best,
and has done right by his neighbors, that person
is successful. A vast amount of money is not
necessary to complete this picture. Wealth is
not a must for success.
A successful person is one who believes
himself to be successful. No matter what type
of work the person is doing, if he enjoys it
and does it well, he is successful. 'One person-
may be a college graduate making $25,000 a year,
but he is not enjoying his work, consequently,
he cannot put his best effort into it. Surely
he must be doing satisfactory work, or he could
not maintain that high income. Nevertheless,
he is not really happy. On the other extreme,
we have a day laborer. He works hard, enjoys
it, and is happy. How can one be more successful?
So success cannot be measured in earning power.
Out of the minds of youth we have these reasonings,
idealistic, yet wise beyond their years.
In Table XLI presented on the next page we have the
data gleaned from the area of Physical and Material Success.
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TABLE XII
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Physical and Material Success
hy 394 Boys aaid Girls in Grade 12
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
83 Have good health..... 47.0 47.8 47.5
55 Be neat in appearance 29.7 43.5 37.1
20 Have a job which I enjoy.... 44.9 27.8 35.8
51 Budget time and money wisely 27.6 33.5 30.7
78 Work from the bottom to the
top of a position 17.8 20.1 19.0
21 Provide well for my family.
.
29.7 6.7 17.5
81 Have a moderate income. ..... 10.8 6.7 8.6
80 Get promotions in work 7.0 5.7 6.3
48 Have enough money on which
to retire. 11.4 .5 5.6
26 Work very hard continuously. 5.4 4.3 4.8
22 Have a prosperous business.. 5.9 .0 2.8
50 Be admired for my financial
achievement 1.1 .5 .8
49 Have thousands of dollars
in the bank 1.6 .0 .8
79 Have a rich income. .0 .0 .0
An analysis of the data in this area of Physical
and Material Success shows that the most popular concept
is to "Have good health" (47.5 per cent)* The three
other concepts which have the largest response in order
of their popularity are: "Be neat in appearance" (37*1
per cent); "Have a job which I enjoy" (35*8 per cent);
"Budget time and money wisely" (30.7 per cent). The
significant differences between the boys and girls show
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that 43.5 per cent of the girls considered it essential
to be neat in appearance, -whereas only 29.7 per cent
of the boys felt this way; 44.9 per cent of the boys
wanted "To have a job which I enjoy", and 27.8 per cent
of the girls responded to this concept; 33.5 per cent of
the girls checked "Budget time and money wisely", and
27.6 per cent of the boys shared this viewpoint; more
girls than boys in this study wanted to "Work from the
bottom to the top of a position"; 29.7 per cent of the
boys wanted to "Provide well for my family", while only
6.7 per cent of the girls checked this concept as being
important to success. The concept, "Have enough money
on which to retire" was checked by 11.4 per cent of the
boys, while only .5 per cent of the girls checked it;
none of the girls wanted a prosperous business, but
5.9 per cent of the boys considered this important.
No person out of the 394 young persons surveyed checked
the concept to "Have a rich income", and only 1.6 per cent
of the boys believed it necessary to "Have thousands of
dollars in the bank"; none of the girls responded to
this concept.
Free writings in this area of Physical and Material
Concepts are as follows:
A successful person is one who has the
characteristics of: honestjr, intelligence,
ability to cooperate, leadership, and money
.
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This great country of America holds untold
and unbelievable opportunities for young men and
women. To be successful in America a person has
to work hard and keep plugging. The person who
owns a respectable home, eats well, has enough
clothes, and is, above all, happy, is my choice.
To be successful you do not need to have made
money hand over fist, but you do need a respect-
able wage. If a person in America today cannot
get a liveable wage, he has help from certain
institutions. This sort of a person hasn’t the
push and will to get ahead that a person must
have. There are so many places open for people
who can become one of those successful people,
if they would look for it. In our country
there are more self-made millionaires than
anywhere else, not that a person to be success-
ful has to make a million, but it helps
considerably.
Table XIII shows the percentage frequency of concepts
checked in the area of moral and religious living.
TABLE XIII
Percentage Frequency of Concepts Checked
in the Area of Moral and Religious Success
by 394 Boys and Girls in Grade 12
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
1 Be reliable and honest 84.9 88.5 86.8
25 Live a clean life 35.1 32.1 33.5
23 Be religious, and respect
others * religion. 34.1 29.7 31.7
54 Observe good manners 17.3 25.8 21.8
52 Have a strong character 22.2 18.2 20.1
77 Find peace in God’s love..... 15.7 17.7 16.8
53 Attend church regularly 17.3 12.9 15.0
24 Do what I think is right 11.4 17.7 14.7
82 Have no bad personal habits.. 13.5 10.0 11.7
27 Have a good influence on
others •••••••••••••••••# 6.5 5.7 6.1
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»The five concepts checked with the highest percentage
frequency in this area in the rank order of their
popularity are: "Be reliable and honest" (86*8 per cent);
"Live a clean life" (33.5 per cent); "Be religious and
respect others* religion" (31.7 per cent); "Observe good
manners" (21.8 per cent); and "Have a strong character"
(20.1 per cent). The significant differences in response
between the girls and the boys show in the concept,
"Observe good manners", where more girls (25.8 per cent)
considered this important than did the boys (17.3 per
cent); more boys (22.2 per cent) considered it necessary
to have a strong character than did the girls (18.2 per
cent); more boys (17.3 per cent) believed in the importance
of attending church regularly, than did the girls (12.9
per cent)
;
yet more girls (17.7 per cent) are interested
in the concept, "Do what I think is right", than are the
boys (11.4 per cent). The concept with the lowest
percentage frequency was "Have a good influence on others"
(6.1 per cent).
These free writings clarify the concepts of success
which senior boys and girls hold in the area of moral and
religious living:
A successful person is one who thinks of others
once in a while, instead of himself all the time;
who is kind and helpful; who at least tries to get
a certain amount of education, and who takes religion
a little seriously.
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In ray opinion, a successful person is
one who achieves happiness through his or her
own honest efforts* In other words, one who
realizes his own desires, providing they are
in accordance with our common code of decency
and democracy*
One senior girl chose for the person whom she
considered the most successful, a Captain in the Medical
Detachment of the Air Force* In her reason for choosing
this person, she has written her own concept of success:
He has the three most important things in
the world to me: a love for and trust in God;
a great kindness and understanding for others;
and peace of mind, which is often impossible to
find.
This concludes the study of the seniors 1 concepts
of success according to the status of the individual
in the five areas of experience.
Our study will be resumed with an analysis of the
fifteen most popular concepts taken from the combined
five areas of success.
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The Fifteen Most Popular Concepts
Checked by Boys and Girls in Grade 8
Table XIV presents the percentage frequencies of
the fifteen most popular concepts of success chosen from
the five areas which have been analyzed*
TABLE XIV
Percentage Frequency of the Fifteen
Most Popular Concepts of Success Checked
by 498 Boys and Girls in Grade 8
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
10 Have courage to face
difficulties 61.1 70.7 65.9
56 Love God and obey Him . 55.6 67.5 61.5
37 Be truthful. 45.2 64.2 54.6
16 Always try to do what is
right. 45.6 54.1 49.8
18 Have a high school education 46.8 52.9 49.8
22 Get along with other people. 51.2 47.6 49.4
36 Use clean language 44.4 47.2 45.8
41 Be neat, clean, and well-
groomed 33.7 54.9 44.2
15 Be able to look anyone in the
eye honestly 44.8 41.9 43.4
63 Work hard at whatever I
undertake to do. ......
.
37.7 45.1 41.4
58 Have a good reputation 29.0 51.2 40.0
26 Think of others before
myself 37.3 39.0 38.2
30 Make my own decisions
wisely 38.1 37.8 38.0
2 Have a family which I love.. 37.7 38.2 38.0
57 Go to church regularly 36.9 35.8 36.4
These fifteen most popular concepts were taken from
.r
4 «•
each or the classified areas, and placed in rank order,
according to their percentage frequencies. It is note-
worthy, as a measure of validity, that these fifteen
concepts correspond also with the first, second, and
third choices which the pupils were asked to designate
on the ballot as the three concepts out of the fifteen,
they chose as most vital, which were above the others
in importance. The same fifteen concepts appeared in
this data where they checked the three out of the fifteen,
as in the percentages derived from their total responses.
The concept which received the most response via.
3
"Have
courage to face difficulties" (65.9 per cent); more
girls (70.7 per cent) than boys (61.1 per cent) seemed
to feel that this was necessary; the next popular concept
was taken from the religious area, "Love God and obey Him",
which received a total response of 61.5 per cent, with
more girls (67.5 per cent) responding than boys (55.6 per
cent). The third most popular concept was "Be truthful"
with a total percentage of 54.6; more girls (64.8 per cent)
than boys (45.8 per cent) checked this; the fourth and
fifth concept tied with 49.8 per cent of the eighth graders
checking them, "Always try to do what is right", and
"Have a high school education". The boys and girls were
fairly close on their response to these two concepts.
The other ten concepts in rank order of their popularity
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are: "Get along with other people" (49,4 per cent);
"Use clean language" (45.8 per cent); "Be neat, clean,
and well-groomed" (44.2 per cent); "Be able to look
anyone in the eye honestly" (43.4 per cent) ; "Work hard
at whatever I undertake to do" (41.4 per cent) ; "Have
a good reputation" (40 per cent) ; "Think of others
before myself" (38.2 per cent) ; "Make my own decisions
wisely" (38 per cent); "Have a family which I love"
(38 per cent); "Go to church regularly" (36.4 per cent).
Other significant differences between the boys and girls
are in these concepts: more girls (54.9 per cent)
checked "Be neat, clean, and well-groomed", than did the
boys (33.7 per cent); more girls than boys checked the
concept "Work hard at whatever I undertake to do", with
the girls responding 45.1 per cent, and the boys 37.7
per cent; more girls (51.2 per cent) considered it
important to "Have a good reputation”, than did the
boys (29 per cent); more girls (52.9 per cent) considered
it necessary to "Have a high school education", than did
the boys (46.8 per cent).
It is interesting to note from which areas these
fifteen most popular concepts v/ere taken: three came
from the psychological area; six from the moral and
religious; three from the social; one from the educational,
and two were taken from the physical and material.
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Table XV reveals the fifteen most popular concepts
of success held by the boys and girls in Grade 12,
Keeping in mind the major concepts which eighth graders
have, according to this study, it will be interesting
to see, if in a period of four years, the basic elements
of their concepts will change.
TABLE XV
Percentage Frequency of the Fifteen
Most Popular Concepts of Success Checked
by 394 Boys and Girls in Grade 12
Items in the
Opinion Ballot on Success
Boys Girls Total
1 Be reliable and honest 84.9 88.5 86.8
15 Try to keep improving all
the time 50.3 54.0 52.3
2 Help others in trouble 41.6 58.4 50.5
83 Have good health 47.0 47.8 47.5
45 Never give up trying 42.7 50.7 47.0
4 Get along with other people.. 47.6 40.2 43.6
72 Be interested in my work. .... 40.0 43.1 41.6
13 Complete the task I set out
to do 38.4 39.7 39.1
55 Be neat in appearance 29.7 43.5 37.1
34 Obey orders and laws. 33.5 39.7 36.8
20 Have a job which I enjoy..... 44.9 27.8 35.8
25 Live a clean life 35.1 32.1 33.5
23 Be religious, and respect
others’ religion 34.1 29.7 31.7
10 Have a high school education. 30.8 32.5 31.7
66 Have much common sense 29.7 33.5 31.7
A study of these fifteen items reveals that the
most popular concept with the seniors is "Be reliable
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and honest” (86.8 per cent); the hoys and girls were
fairly close on their response to this concept. The
second most popular concept drops to a percentage of
52.3 on the item "Try to keep improving all the tine";
there is slight difference here between the attitudes
of the boys and girls. The third most popular concept
is "Help others in trouble", with more girls (58.4 per
cent) responding to this than boys (41.6 per cent).
About 47 per cent of both the boys and girls agreed
that the next concept, "To have good health" was necessary
to successful living. The fifth most popular concept
was "Never give up trying", with more girls (50.7 per
cent) responding to it than boys (42.7 per cent). The
next ten concepts in rank order of popularity are:
"Get along with other people" (43.6 per cent) ; "Be
interested in my work" (41.6 per cent) ; "Complete the
task I set out to do" (39.1 per cent) ; "Be neat in
appearance" (37.1 per cent) ; "Obey orders and laws"
(36.8 per cent) ; "Have a job which I enjoy" (35.8 per
cent); "Live a clean life" (33.5 per cent); "Be religious,
and respect others* religion" (31.7 per cent) ; "Have a
high school education", (31.7 per cent) ; and "Have much
common sense" (31.7 per cent).
Significant differences between the boys and girls
may be seen in these concepts: "Be neat in appearance"
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was considered more important to the girls (43.5 per cent),
than to the boys (29.7 per cent); more boys (44.9 per cent)
checked "Have a job which I enjoy”, than did the girls
(27.8 per cent) ; other concepts seemed to receive a
fairly close response from both the girls and boys.
The areas from which these fifteen most popular
concepts of success were taken are: four concepts from
the psychological area.; three from the moral and religious;
two from the educational; three from the physical and
material, and three from the social. There is more of
a balance here than with the eighth grade. The Grade eight
survey showed six of the most popular concepts from the
moral and religious area. They agreed, however, with the
seniors in choosing three concepts from the social area,
but had one less in the educational, psychological, and
physical and material areas. The seniors had three
concepts which revealed a growing consciousness of work,
and its place in their lives: ,rHave a job which I enjoy";
"Be interested in my work"; and "Complete the task I set
out to do"; whereas, the eighth graders had onljr one
concept in reference to work: "Work hard at whatever I
undertake to do."
Other significant differences between the total
eighth grade concepts, and the total senior concepts are:
86.8 per cent of the seniors placed major emphasis on
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’’Be reliable and honest”, and 54,6 per cent of the
eighth graders checked ”Be truthful”. The concept of
good health was not included in the fifteen most popular
concepts of the eighth graders. The concept, ’’Get along
with other people” was checked by 45,6 per cent of the
seniors, and 49,4 per cent of the eighth graders*
”Be neat in appearance" was checked by 37.1 per cent of
the seniors, while 44.2 per cent of the eighth graders
checked "Be neat, clean, and well-groomed". Emphasis on
the religious concepts drops in the senior group:
31.7 per cent of the seniors checked the concept, "Be
religious, and respect others 1 religion", but 61.5 per
cent, next to the highest, of the eighth graders con-
sidered it important to "Love God and obey Him". More
eighth graders considered a high school education
necessary (49.8 per cent) than did the seniors (31.7
per cent). There is no mention of college in the fifteen
most popular concepts of either group.
In conclusion, the major emphasis placed on success-
ful living appears to be found in the moral and religious
area according to the eighth grade study, and in the
psychological area according to the senior study, although
the largest response of the latter group was to the moral
concept of reliability and honesty.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY- AND FINDINGS
In order to guide boys and girls toward successful
living, teachers and counselors must know what it is
that they are thinking: what types of people youth
admire; the reasons they admire these people, and the
goals which they set up for themselves in life.
Furthermore, it would seem that counselors and other
workers with youth could be much more effective at
their task, if they realized any significant change
in attitude, gradually taking place in the minds of
pupils during the four years of high school.
This survey presents the ideas of success held
by the boys and girls responding to this study.
The Findings from the Survey of
Eighth and Twelfth Grade
Concepts of Success
1. The most successful people, according to the
greatest number of pupils in both groups, were those
who held professional positions.
2. Business men, teachers, and presidents, in
this order, were thought the most successful people
these pupils had known.
3. Both groups considered the qualities of kindness
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and helpfulness as the basic criteria for their choice
of a successful person.
4. Both groups considered material success
subordinate to social, moral, religious, a.nd educational
success, in their choice of a successful person.
5. About fifty per cent of the eighth grade boys
and girls considered a high school education essential
for success; about 31 per cent of the seniors felt this
way.
6. About 25 per cent of the eighth grade boys and
girls considered a college education necessary for
success; about 10 per cent of the seniors responded
this way.
7. Boys consider college more important to
successful living than do the girls.
8. Almost fifty per cent of the eighth graders
felt that success was dependent upon one*s ability to
get along with other people; about forty-three per cent
of the seniors shaded this opinion.
9. About sixty-six per cent of the eighth graders
believed that successful living came through the courage
one had to face difficulties.
10. More girls in both groups placed emphasis on
the neatness of appearance than did the boys.
11. More seniors considered good health basic to
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success than did the eighth graders.
12. Almost eighty-seven per cent of the seniors
believed successful living depended on one's being
reliable and honest; over fifty per cent of the eighth
graders considered truthfulness essential to success.
15.
Going to church regularly was considered an
important factor to success by about thirty-six per cent
of the eighth graders, but only fifteen per cent of the
seniors shared this view.
14. About thirty-nine per cent of the seniors felt
that if one completed the task he set out to do, he would
be successful; twenty-nine per cent of the eighth graders
felt this way.
15. About thirty-five per cent of the seniors
thought if they had a job which they enjoyed, they would
be a success; comparable to this, about eighteen per cent
of the eighth graders felt this way.
16. Over fifty per cent of the eighth grade girls
believed a good reputation was necessary for success;
only twenty-nine per cent of the boys agreed with this;
the seniors did not mention this concept.
17. Thirty-eight per cent of the eighth graders
would think themselves successful if they had a good
family which they loved; twenty-thre e per cent of the
seniors shared this view.

18. Only 1.8 per cent of the boys and girls of
both groups reported any parent or other relative for
a successful person.
19. Two concepts on the senior opinion ballot
received no response. They were: "Have a rich income"
and "Achieve rank and glory".
50. About eighteen per cent of the seniors
considered peace of mind basic to success; as did about
seven per cent of the eighth graders.
51. About twenty-two per cent of the seniors
believed if they lived up to their ideals they would
be successful.
SS. The fifteen most popular concepts of success
held by eighth graders are in this order of preference:
Have courage to face difficulties.
Love God and obey Him.
Be truthful.
Always try to do what is right.
Have a high school education.
Get along with other people.
Use clean language.
Be neat, clean, and well-groomed.
Be able to look a^one in the eye honestly.
Work hard at whatever I undertake to do.
Have a good reputation.
Think of others before myself.
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Make my own decisions wisely#
Have a family which I love#
Go to church regularly.
23# The fifteen most popular concepts held by
seniors are in this order of preference:
Be reliable and honest#
Try to keep improving all the time.
Help others in trouble.
Have good health.
Never give up trying.
Get along with other people.
Be interested in my work.
Complete the task I set out to do.
Be neat in appearance.
Obey orders and laws.
Have a job which I enjoy.
Live a clean life.
Be religious, and respect others* religion.
Have a high school education.
Have much common sense.
24. The fifteen most popular concepts of success
according to eighth graders were divided into three from
the psychological area; six from the moral and religious
three from the social; one from the educational, and two
from the physical and material area.
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25. The fifteen most popular concepts of success
according to seniors in high school were divided into
four concepts from the psychological area; three from
the moral and religious; two from the educational; three
from the physical and material, and three from the social
These attitudes which young people have towards life
towards themselves, and towards others, should present
a challenge which teachers and guidance workers would do
well to accept. With a knowledge and understanding of
what youth think, there must come the insight as how to
to guide effectively the ideals and purposes of the
boys and girls within our schools.
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CHAPTER VI
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Tills survey provides important information concerning
the concepts of success which eighth graders and high
school seniors have, and reveals their thinking in terms
of what people in the world they consider successful.
The data, however, reveals certain inadequate controls
which limit the applications of the findings. Because
this study depends upon the changing attitudes of growing
persons, it is limited as to the finality of any conclu-
sions.
The study was limited to a residential a.nd industrial
section of the State of Maine; therefore, the results are
limited to an understanding of boys and girls who live in
this type of environment. It is possible that a survey
of large cities, such as New York, Detroit, and San
Francisco, might reveal quite the opposite results from
this study.
A more complete understanding of these concepts might
come through a knowledge of such factors as the family
environment from v/hich the pupil comes, the economic status
of his family group, his physical well-being, and his
I.Q,. level. His social relationships with others of his
age may also have bearing on his concept of success.
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A young person who feels inferior to his contemporaries
might well stress qualities of courage, peace of mind,
and perseverance, as basic to success, or he might, by
way of compensation, emphasize the importance of scaling
the educational heights.
Suggestions for Further Research
This study of the concepts of success which eighth
graders and senior high school pupils have, and their
criteria for choosing successful people, have suggested
the following recommendations for further research in
the field of attitudes which young people have to-day,
1. A study of the concepts of success held by
young people in America 1 s largest cities,
2. A comparison of the concepts of success held
by young people of contrasting economic backgrounds.
3. A comparison of the concepts of success held
by young people with varying I.Q*s.
4. An investigation of the concepts of success
influencing the personal goals of young people.
5. A survey of the concepts of failure which
young people have in contrast to success.
6. The effects of group guidance classes on success
upon the further attitudes of youth.
7. Case studies of young people who feel they are
successful at school, at home, and at their recreation.
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8, Case studies of young people who consider
themselves a failure in school, home, and play relation-
ships.
9. A survey to determine to what extent the
community agencies, the church, and various clubs, are
helping boys and girls to experience success from time
to time.
10.
A study to determine to what extent the school
curriculum is giving boys and girls experiences in
achieving success, and to ascertain if these experiences
extend to all pupils.
The problem, which faces teachers, guidance workers
and all those who work with youth, seems two-fold:
(1) What are the needs, interests, and ambitions of boys
and girls? (2) What are the most effective means of
bringing boys and girls to a realization of these drives
This survey presents just one more link in the chain of
understanding the individual person, and, hence, adds to
the total picture, which is essential for final inter-
pretation. Lastly, it is recommended that all boys and
girls be given some experience of success each day to
the end that they may know and appreciate their own
personal worth, and that of others.
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AN OPINION B ALLOT
CONCERNING MY IDEA S
0 E SUCCESS
JUNIOR HIGH FORM
PLEASE FILL OUT THESE BLANKS:
Age Boy or Girl
__
Grade in
school City or Town
Name of your school

Page 1
PART I
DIRECTIONS
:
Below is a list of ideas on what success is.
What does success in life mean to you?
Read the list slowly, and as you come to an item which you
feel is necessary to your success in life, draw a line
under it” DO ifOT UNDERLINE MORE THAN 15 ITEMS. When you
have finished underlining the items, choose from the ones
you have underlined, the one item which you consider to
be the most important for success, and put a "1" at the
end of the item. Choose the second most important item,
and put a ”2” after it, and choose the third most important
item and put a ”3” after it.
To be successful in life I feel
that I must:
1. Do the things I am asked to do.
2. Have a family which I love.
3. Have many friends which I keep.
4. Be famous and known all over the world.
5. Be respected by everyone who knows me.
6. Make enough money to live comfortably.
7. Have all the material things I want.
8. Have a paying job which I can do.
9. Do the thing I set out to do.
10. Have courage to face difficulties.
11. Control myself.
12. Spend time wisely.
13. Have peace of mind.
14. Have a clean wholesome character.
15. Be able to look anyone in the eye honestly.
16. Always try to do what is right.
17. Do the things other people can do.
18. Have a high school education.
19. Have much knowledge about everything.
20. Have good health.
21. Be able to stand physical pain without complaint.
22. Get along with other people.
23. Do kind things for others.
24. Be friendly and thoughtful.
25. Cooperate with everyone.
26. Think of others before myself.
tl r*
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27. Start with nothing and end up with wealth,
28. Get promoted to better jobs,
29. Have a comfortable home,
30. Make my own decisions wisely.
31. Not be afraid of anything.
32. Do my work because I love it; not for money.
33. Never give up trying.
34. Have overcome hardships.
35. Say the right things at the right time.
36. Use clean language.
37. Be truthful.
38. Have a college education.
39. Keep studying and learning all the time.
40. Speak excellent English.
41. Be neat, clean, and well-groomed.
42. Be liked by everyone.
43. Be dependable at all times.
44. Be popular with everyone.
45. Help people who are unfortunate.
46. Have a nice car.
47. Have a prosperous business.
48. Make a high salary.
49. Have a comfortable easy life.
50. Have done whatever I would have liked to do.
51. Have a good disposition.
52. Do independent thinking.
53. Have good judgment, and a quick mind.
54. Get a high position over other people.
55. Be polite to others.
56. Love God and obey Him.
57. Go to church regularly.
58. Have a good reputation.
59. Be very intelligent.
60. Travel around the world.
61. Discover or invent something.
62. Have skill at doing something.
63. Work hard at whatever I undertake to do.
64. Have many fine clothes.
65. Have much money to spend on pleasure.
66. Be free to do as I please all the time.
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PART II
If you have time, would you please fill in the
blanks below with the name of someone, whom you consider
to be highly successful in life. The person may or may
not be famous. Put down the occupation of that person,
and tell the reason why you consider him or her to be
successful.
Name Occupation
Reason why you chose this person
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AN OPINION BALLO T
CONCERNING MY IDEAS
0 B SUCCESS
SENIOR HIGH NORM
PLEASE PILL OUT THESE BLANKS:
Age Boy or Girl
Grade in
school City or Town
Name of your school

Page 1
PART I
DIRECTIONS
:
This is a list of ideas on what success is.
What does success in life mean to you?
Read the list slowly, and as you come to an item which
you feel is necessary to your success in life, draw a
line under i^ DO NOT UNDERLINE MORE THAN 15 ITEMS.
When you have finished underlining the items, choose
from the ones you have underlined, the one item which you
consider to he the most important for success, and put
a "l" at the end of 'the item. OKoose the second most
important item, and put a "2” after it, and' 'choose the
third most important item, and put a "3” after it.
To he a successful person
I feel that I must:
1. Be reliable and honest.
2. Help others in trouble.
3. Be well-liked by the community.
4. Get along with other people.
5. Keep peace with everyone.
6. Be a friend to everyone.
7. Be unselfish in every way.
8. Do things without hurting others.
9. Have a profession.
10. Have a high school education.
11. Have much knowledge.
12. Be contented in being alone.
13. Complete the task I set out to do.
14. Understand the needs of other people.
15. Try to keep improving all the time.
16. Be self-reliant and self-supporting.
17. Keep my temper.
18. Be unprejudiced.
19. Be able to speak my mind before a group.
20. Have a job which I enjoy.
21. Provide well for my family.
22. Have a prosperous business.
23. Be religious, and respect others* religion.
24. Do what I think is right.
25. Live a clean life.
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26. Work very hard continuously.
27. Have a good influence on others.
28. Be cheerful and kind to others.
29. Be genuine and natural in my actions.
30. Have social standing in the community.
31. Be respected by other people.
32. Be a leader of people.
33. Have a good home and family.
34. Obey orders and laws.
35. Be informed on world affairs.
36. Have an opinion about important subjects.
37. Be very intelligent.
38. Have a college education.
39. Be modest about my accomplishments.
40. Understand myself.
41. Look on the "sunny side of life".
42. Take disappointments cheerfully.
43. Be unafraid of people f s opinion.
44. Be contented with what I have.
45. Never give up trying.
46. Be doing what I should do.
47. Live up to my ideals.
48. Have enough money on which to retire.
49. Have thousands of dollars in the bank.
50. Be admired for my financial achievement.
51. Budget time and money wisely.
52. Have a strong character.
53. Attend church regularly.
54. Observe good manners.
55. Be neat in appearance.
56. Cooperate with other people.
57. Be a faithful voter.
58. Be popular with others.
59. Contribute leisure time to community welfare.
60. Be admired for social graces.
61. Be admired for the job I hold.
62. Have many friends.
63. Be a good conversationalist.
64. Participate in community affairs.
65. Hardly ever make a mistalee.
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66. Have much common sense.
67. Achieve recognition for high scholarship.
68. Be an expert in some line of work.
69. Be able to do anything I want to do.
70. Be able to do what I want most to do.
71. Fight for my rights.
72. Be interested in my work.
73. Be able to solve my personal problems.
74. Achieve "rank and glory".
75. Put it over on gullible people.
76. Have peace of mind.
77. Find peace in God T s love.
78. Work from the bottom to the top of a position.
79. Have a rich income.
80. Get promotions in work.
81. Have a moderate income.
82. Have no bad personal habits.
83. Have good health.
PART II
If you have time, would you please fill in the blanks
below with the name of someone whom you consider to be
highly successful in life. The person may or may not
be famous. Put down the occupation of that person, and
tell the reason why you consider him or her to be success-
ful.
Name Occupation
Reason why you chose this person:
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